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Science Club Meeting 
Wednesday, 7:15 P. M. ~eacbera <tollege mewa New Voters League Wednesday, 7:30 P. M. 
'!TElL THE TR UTH AND DON'T BE AFRAm" ,-· 
VOL. XX. CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1935 NO. 14 
Miss King Given ~ELEPHANT's cHILD AND ~ 
Leave to Study VITRIOLIC CRITIC J OIN TO BAMBOOZLE GEORGE 
At Columbia U • \ It's the old story. woman has 
--- I again proved man's undoing. The 
Normal School Board Appoints j scene this time is our own campus. 
Walter W . . Cook 
Begins Series of 
Placement Talks 
Mr. Cook Op ens F our-series T alk s 
on T eacher Placement b y Out-
lining P reparation. 
Local Debate Club Is Host to 
Olivet College Here Monday; 
Both EI Groups Taste Action 
Miss Nannilee Saunders As , The characters are a Stage · Man-
d I ager, a Vitriolic Critic and the Ele-
Substitute Critic in Third Gra e phant's Child. 
I The query of the Elephant's 
MEETING HELD THURSDAY I Child this week seeks to ascertain 
the attributes of some of our cele-
CONTINUES THURS DAY 
SCHEDULE OF OFFICE 
HOUR S IS ARRANGED 
BY DEAN OF WOMEN 
Visiting· D ebaters Are E ntertain-
ed by Lair and Pemberton 
Hall; D ebate I s P ractice Event. 
Miss Margaret King, critic ·teacher brities' popularity. Mr. Stage The first of a series of four lectures 
for the third grade, was granted leave Manager bet the Elephant's Child by Dr. Walter W. Cook, head of the 
of absence during the second half of twenty-five cents she couldn't per- Training school and Director of the 
the school year in order to complete suade the Vitriolic Critic to answer Bureau of Teacher Placement, -was 
work on her Master's degree at Teach- the question. Realizing a chance given during the chapel period Thurs-
ers College, Columbia Un'iversity, N. to commercialize upon what had ' day afternoon. These talks are de- l 
Y., by the Normal School Board, meet- previously been a chore for honor signed to acquaint students with the I 
ing in its regular January session 'l and glory alone, this precocious efforts and plans of the Bureau in 
Thursday at Springfield. Miss King youngster (she's only six) prompt- placing teachers in various school sys- 1 
will return to teach in the summer j ly sought out the Vitriolic Critic, terns of Illinois. 
school session here. · gave him fifteen cents to answer He said in part: "The purpose of the 
Miss Nannilee saunders of Dawson, j the question, and pocketed the dime Bureau of Teacher Placement is to 
Ga., will substitute for Miss King, be- profit. serve the public school systems of Illi-
ginning during the second half of the The Stage Manager emphatically nois by assisting them in securing the 
current school year. Miss sa,unders asserts that he will have justice, services of well qualified teachers. Its 
holds a B. S~ degree from the George even though he have to carry his purpose is also that of assisting you as 
Peabody College for Teachers, Nash- case to the highest tribunal in the students of the college, in securing a 
ville, Tenn., and will receive her M. land. teaching position providing your past 
Miss Nathile McKay, Dean of 
Women, announces that for there-
mainder of the school year regular 
office hours and office days will be 
observed by those wishing confer-
ences. The schedule is: 10 a. m . to 
12 a. m. on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday; 3:30 p . m. to 5:30 p. 
m. on Tuesday. All women of the 
college, householders, or any towns-
people, are invited to confer with 
Miss McKay about any of their 
problems. Students are asked to 
clip this schedule of conference 
hours and save it for reference. 
Miss McKay advocates student-
faculty conferences. She reports 
a better understanding has result-
ed here because of that practice. 
P REPARE SCHEDULE 
The newly formed debate teams met 
their first outside adversaries Monday 
afternoon when the members of the 
Olivet teams came here for a practice 
debate. The EI women's negat'ive team 
consisting of Dorothy Ritchie and Ev-
elyn Mayer debated the affirmative 
team of Olivet. The EI men's :lffirm-
ative team, consisting of Richard 
Bromley and Frank Day, debated with 
the negative team of Olivet. 'l'he EI 
women's affirmative team w'ill meet 
the Olivet's negative team here on 
March 4 for . a regular state dei:>ate. 
The men's negative team goes to Oli-
vet on March 1 to meet the Olivet 
affirmative team. A. degree from Teachers Colege, co- • ·- - -- record as a student or teacher shows 
1 b' b C H C I you merit being recommended to school 
urn Ia Univ~sity, 8.t the Fe ruar y, O eman tO officials." 
1935, convocatiOn. I • • ~ R II R T 
C. S. McClain, Dean of Olivet col-USSe . ripp lege is also the coach of their debate 
Miss Saunders has had much teach- ~ Add V t ' Mr. Cook stated that every student, • work. The woman debaters from Oli-J s AssIgned t 0 vet were entertained for dinner at ing experience 'in Georgia, North Car- reSS 0 erS whether he plans to teach or not, 
olina, and south carolina, her last G T should register for reasons of ex-
postion being the principal and Dis- rOUp OffiOrrOW pediency in collecting information. He I 
Pemberton Hall, and the men's team 
stat e p 0 Sit i 0 n at the Panther Lair. Both groups were 
the guests of the college at the Steph-trict Superintendent of the Parker urged students to register early in 
District of Elementary Schools at February. In order to encourage stu- en Leacock lecture . 
• Greenville, South c arolina. History Instructor Will Explain dents to register early a fee of $1.00 
Another matter discussed by the Commission Form of Govern- I will be charged all students who regis-
Board in 'its meeting Thursday per- ment at Open Meeting. 1 ter after March first. 
State Superintendent of P ublic 
Instruction Appoints E I Alum-
nus Head Statistical Clerk. 
tained to proposals to provide faci.li- The make-up of the credentials for 
ties for acquiring a Master's degree in Charles H. Coletnan of the History eta~lhbapMplicacnt kwasHexplaiintedd int dthe- Russell R Tnpp '31 a teacher in 
th t h f th · k b f th N ai Y r. oo . e po n e ou e · ' , e eac ers colleges o e sta!ie. department Will spea e ore e ew J . t f h t d t 1 . the junior high school at Calumet However, further consideration of this Voters' League on the "Commission Impor ance 0 eac s u en supp ymg c ·t 11 th t t l b 
. . pictures upon registration as they will I Y, I ., e pas wo years, 1as een 
Proposal was postponed until the next Form of Government" m the reception b d . th t f 'd ti 1 H 
1 
appointed chief statistical clerk ;md 
eeting of the Board which will be room Wednesday evening at 7:30. All teldusef thin e se 0 ere 1en a sts. f e secretary of the Depa.rtment of Public 
hi 
. , . . . . o o e necessary requ remen or Pl'~~ct£~i~go Februaryd 18 and W19. p~ople mterested m the topic are m- a degree and defined the meaning of Instruction under State Superintend-
G. Buzzar and Dr. . VIted to attend. " t h , ent John A. Wieland. Mr. Tripp wm 
E. Sunder~n~membet ff the Board, A petition is being circulated in j q~~~ er ?urs.of · explanatory 1 t continue his teaching until January 
were C~f~sld!! t.h ... 1c.a s present at 
1 
Charleston to have this form of gov- .11 
1bs s~~~:inued this week eTc uries 21, after wh'ich he will take up his new 
the Sprmg Ie ga ermg. t t d t th 1 ti WI e · op cs d t' 
The question for the men's debate 
was: "Resolved, that all collective bar-
gaining be negotiated through non-
company unions safeguarded by law." 
The affirmative men, EI's team, argu-
ed that the high degree of organization 
on the part capital and agriculture 
brought about by the NRA and AAA 
necessitates a corresponding stronger 
organization on the part of labor to 
maintaln a balance of power between 
capital and labor beneficial to the 
Ameiican people. The negative, Oli-
. ernmen vo e upon a e e ec on you may expect to hear are: "V. .- u Ies in Springfield. He will reside 
in April. Mr. Coleman's talk will be cies and Recommendations"· ''T~~~~- at 1716 South Fourth street there. 
Spider Myth Broken in the way of an explanat.ion of c~m- 1 ers' Certificates"; "Letters of Applica- While at EI Mr. Tripp was business 
At Z I S • miSsiOn government and Its practical tion" and "Personal Applications .. , manager of the News and president of 00 ogy em1nar application to the community. the Phi Sigma Epsilon. In his new 
vernon Racster dispelled some of 
the myths usually centering around 
the "Black Window Spider" in a pa-
per presented before the Zoology Sem-
inar last Tuesday evening at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Spooner. Con-
trary to popular belief, few, if any, uf 
the bites received from this spider 
prove fatal. Following Mr. Racs tcr's 
talk Edw'in Galbreath spoke briefly on 
some original research in fossils he 
has done in Coles county. 
Advisors to the New Voters' group P b}" •t o• • • 
are Miss Lena B. Ellington and Mrs. U ICI Y IVISIOn 
position he will be working under an 
EI alumnus, Mr. Wieland having at-
tended here four years. charles H. coleman. I Advises Press Group 
It is probable that this series of I 
lectures will be continued, in which 
case Mr. Seymour also will be called 
upon to speak. 
Infinity Talk Puts 
Math Club in Trance 
Organized this year, the Seminar 1 "We're going on a long tour," said 
aims to study current literature in Edward C. Dulgar at the Mathematics 
the Zoological field and stimulate a club meeting, Wednesday, January 9. 
greater interest through contact of "I don't know where we're going, 
group members. Leplie Kanatzer, as how long we're going to stay, nor when 
president, heaps the folowing list of we'll get back. That is infinity. 
officers for the club: Edwin Gal- Mr. Dulgar backed up h~ statement 
breath, chairman, and Lee Steward, by giving a diagramatic talk on "In-
secretary. Charles S. Spooner, of the finity," and by leaving all of the 
Zoology department is the faculty ad- members-excepting Mr. Heller and Mr. 
viser. Topics discussed thus far have Taylor-in a part:al trance. 
included : Mr. Spooner's ,experielnce The members voted favorably on Mr. 
as an Entomologist in Georgia, Inher- Heller's motion that, "the Mathematics 
itance of blood types, Food habits of club have more social functions." 
the Turkey Buzzard, and Bird Migra-
The Publicity department of the 
News, though unpublicized itself re-
cently, has been functioning consistent-
ly since its organization at the begin-
ning of the school year. To date, sev-
eral accomplishments have been at-
tributed to this department, which is 
under the direction of Harold Cot-
tingham. Among the projects which 
have been worked out ·were the pub-
lishing of a student and faculty di-
State Superintendent Wieland, elect-
ed in November, took up his duties 
yesterday. 
Francis G. Blair, former Director of 
the EI Training school, is the retiring 
superintendent. He headed the depart-
ment for seven terms. 
Council Lays Plans 
For Midnight Show 
rectory and the sponsorship o.f the After several attempts, the Student 
Teachers College News as an advisor , Council finally succeeded in getting the 
to the recently formed Eastern Illi- J motion picture "The Count of Monte 
nois High School Press Association. Christo" for a Midnight show to be 
This latter work has consisted o.f sug- held at the Lincoln Theatre. February 
gestions or advice to the high school 8 is the date set for the show. Along 
newspapers which were sent in for with the feature picture a stage ~.:how 
criticism. will be presented. It will include local 
The current work of the department, talent. 
states Mr. Cottingham, is more di- Tickets will go on sale within two 
rectly connected with publicity of the weeks and may be purchased from any 
school activities. member of the student council. 
tion. Meetings are held on alternate 
'fuesdays. 
Light refreshments were _served by 
Mrs. Spooner at the meeting Tuesday. 
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. 
Scruggs, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. 
Cavins. 
Mr. Rothschild Is Expert in Field of 'Sound Psychology' 
ANTHOLOGY HEAD SEEKS 
TAU DELT MANUSCRIPTS 
By Stanley Eiam 
Dr. Donald A. Rothschild, new prin-
clpal of T C High, who is to talk on 
the "Psychology of Sound" before the 
College Science Club Wednesday at 
7: 15, is eminently fitted to discuss the 
subject. His wide experience in bar-
Mrs. Mildred Kedley, announces that monic analysis, which he calls hls 
all manuscripts for the anthology "pet" field, includes four years (since 
planned by the Writer's club and Sigma 1930) of associat'ion with Carl Emil 
Tau Delta group must be turned in at Seashore, dean of the Graduate Col-
once. As plans now stand, each mem- lege at the University of Iowa, and 
ber of the two coo-rdinate groups will 1 noted the country over for his work 
have two pages of space in the booklet. in the psychology of sound and musi~. 
Mrs. Kedley is chairman of the com- In collaboration, they wrote two scien-
mittee in charge of the anthology. tific articles, one of which was read 
before the Acoustical Society of Am-
erica, last -April. Mr. Rothschild has 
been sent on research projeots to COLLEGE TRIO TO PLAY 
The College Trio will play at the Washington, D. C., and ~o ~h~ River-
dedication of the new high school banks Laboratory in WISCOnsm. He 
building in Humboldt Ill. this Friday 11 has an enviable scholastic record in 
night. his major subjects, mathematics, psy-
chology, and education, and holds en with "the best regards of c. E. 
membership in Sigrrua XI and the Seashore." He has another older 
American Association for Advance- photo of the famous scientist, one of 
ment of Sc'ience. I the :irst pictures to be transmitted 
Mr. Rothschild said that he was at- by wrre. 
tracted to this peculiar field, certain Mr. Rothschild went on to recount 
phases of which are comparatively with a laugh his first enthusiastic 
new, being allied with radio, because but "asinine" idea for finding this unit 
he had had mathematical training and of intensity measurement. Seashore, 
wished to find a field of psychology he said, though he must have known 
in which he could use it. Seashore, the idea was no good, let h'im go 
who, by the way, rates several inches ahead for nearly a whole semester, 
in the 1933-1934 Who's Who, had in during which he used over a thousand 
mind a project for getting a fine unit feet of movie film (at five cents the 
of sound intensity measurement. De- foot), working at his idea unt.il he 
lieving that the mathematical slant saw his own error. Eventually he did 
Mr. Rothsch'ild could give would help, perfect a method, and, although it 
Seashore put him under a research was not entirely new, he got bett,er 
doctor and told them to "go to it. '' pictures of high sound waves than had 
Mr. Rothschild, full of reminiseen- been taken in the laboratory before. 
ces, reached for the letter file in which He has some of these and w'ill proj8Ct 
he keeps souvenirs, and produced a 
very recent photo of "the dean ", giv- (Continued on P age 10) 
(Continued on Page 10) 
Hobart F. Heller Is 
Panther Lair Speaker 
At a meeting of the Lair Dining 
Service held Tuesday evening, Dean 
Hobart F. Heller stated that after all 
accounts were put in order it was 
found that the cost of meals per week 
has equaled $2.00 for each person. The 
original individual deposits of $3.00 
are intact, being represented by the 
inventory and cash on hand. 
Mr. Heller said that the average 
student who does light housekeeping 
spends at least $1.75, including food-
stuff brought from home. He urg·ed 
that members of the Dining Service 
bring more home produce, thus add-
ing this one advantage of the Jight 
housekeeper to the many the D'ining 
Service already has. 
During the session, regular bi-
monthly meetings are determined up-
on, during which any problems which · 
arise may be discussed and settled be-
fore any dissatisfaction results. Mr. 
Heller suggested cloths for the dining 
room tables to add a note of homi-
ness, and asked that at the next meet-
ing someone report on a correct meth-
od of serv'ing. Gerald McNeal is 
quartermaster of the Service. He re-
cently succeeded George Adams, who 
res~gned because of duties witil the 
basketball team which commanded so 
much of his time. 
TC HIGH PRINCI PAL TO 
A DDRESS SCIENCE CLUB 
Dr. Donald A. Rothschild, TC high 
principal, will speak at the regular 
meeting of the Science club Wednes-
day evening at 7: 15 in the Physics 
Labratory. His talk, "Psychology of 
Sound" will deal rather generally with 
the research work with which he was 
connected at the State University of 
Iowa. 
BOY 'S CHORUS SINGS 
The College Boy's Chorus under the 
direction of Mr. Koch, sang at the 
United Brethren Church of this city 
last Wednesday evening. 
VOL. XX. 
French Club Meeting 
Thursday ID4r ~lur nub ~nlb Nrws 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1935 
Rardin vs. TC High 
Fr"da.y Night 
NO. 14 
Talks by Claude Durgee, Dr. William Milne Play ~ill . TC High Wins First Game of Season 
Henry Feature Science Club Meeting , Be Senior Chotce 
-- j "We want this year's production to 
Durgee ·Speaks about Dr. Robert ii be up to the high standard of the class From Humboldt by 20 to 14 Margin Jim Clark and Bob King Star in 
TC 's First Conquest; Locals 
Gain Revenge for Early Loss. 
E. Cornish; Henry Talks on ·~ COLONEL plays presented in the past" ... thus Our Little Whirl 
Recent Scientific Developments . 1 Miss Neeley and Mr. Sharpe have set By The Editor 
-- CASHEW up their standard for the Senior Class 
Can Science raise the dead? Claude play which is to be given sometime dur- • 
Durgee presented a long discussion ing the latter part of March. We apologize. The name of Logan 
pertaining to this subject during Bci- One of A. A. Milne's plays will be Wayne C'onrad was misprinted as 
T. C. High won its first game of the 
current season here Friday night, 
whipping Andy Meurlot 's Humboldt ence Club on Thursday evening. He A request: If any high school girl chosen, and tryouts will be held this "Cox" on the list of high honor stu-
described quite vividly the recent ex- should be married in June (and this week. Miss Neely is trying to find a dents. Anyone who has his name in cagers, 20 to 14. The Blue and Gold's 
Periment of reviving a · dead dog for isn't J'ust guesswork) the Colonel, be- play with a large cast so that a great- that part of the page deserves to have 1 · t k h d os111g s rea a reached five straight four m1nutes. He stated that Dr. Rob- ing the only real Southern gentleman er number of the class may take part. it spelled correctly. Th 1 d ·11 b bl b t k pr'ior to last night's win. 
ert E. Cornish believes that by this around the place, hopes to be asked e ea WI pro a Y e a en by a The juniors, still bewailing the loss 
same process people who have suf.fo- to be the best man. Well, anyway, girl. The Players have offered their of eleven doUars on their last party, T . C., in defeating a team which 
cated or drowned can be brought baclc he wants to be a witness and kiss the services in taking charge of the prop- are now planning to sponsor a motion only a few days ago turned in 50 to 
to life. Reports from Geneva, Switz- bride, because she's one of TC's best. erties and the costuming. picture, and maybe another party. At 10 triumph over the locals, played a 
erland, Japan, and France indlcate Whoops, my dear! We just caught Milne, a present day English writer, all events, they're still holding out for consistent brand of ball. Pricco's eng· 
that people supposed dead were 3-live, John Oliver playing "Hearts and writes in a whimsical and humorous a Junior-Senior Banquet in Mattoon, ers led throughout the game except 
following a continuous massaging of Flowers" on the new piano. style, some~hat resembling that of Sir 1 and that's all we want to know! for a brief period in the third quarter. 
the heart. Professor Bankroft of James B_ arne w. ho wrote last year's T. c. should be thankful for 1.ts _ T. C. took a 5 to 3 first period lead Advertisellllent: Fran Durgee, guard- d t "Al t b pa on two baskets a d f th b Cornell University has formed a -solu- P.ro uc 10n.' Ice Si Y the Fire." tient art teacher. Donald Smith should n a ree row Y ian dragon of the reserve shelf, owns s tn f h b t k ks J1"m Clark The sa · 1 1 d tion which he thinks will prolong the ? e 0 IS es nown war are "Mr. be especially grateful-when he awake · me margma ea 
l'ife of any man over forty-five for two a farm! All you boys who are farm- ~Im Passes By," .'"~~e Road,, to Dover," and states firmly that a characteristi~ prevailed in the second per'iod as Max 
years. Adrenalin has been quite sue- ers at heart send your offers through The Perfect Alibi, and The Ivory .of Russian art is Whiskers. King's two field goals anP. Clark's 
Colonel Cashew in the News box. Door" . . basket gave the loc·als an 11 to 8 half 
cessful in stimulating the heart. ThP-re · Paulme Smith and Fra D Old news hound editor put in a nces urgee d t is an account of a robber being <;hot were struggli'ng w1"ldly a f · t a van age. 
nasty remarik on the Colonel's char- ew mmu es 
and revived, by this means, long acter last week, but promised that she Numbers Chosen for before assembly Thursday. When he Humboldt took its only lead of the 
enough to disclose the names of h is saw the worthy warbler ed"t b · game when the third periOd was three 
would allow the gent to make up for El League Contest 1 or e111g accomplices. Then , too, one mother 1 attacked in this manner, Mr. Roths- minutes old. A basket by Orndoff, a 
appeared at the morgue asserting that it by publishing a dirty (pardon, it's h'ld h t d "Wh free by Williams, and two charity the most suitable adjective) crack on c 1 s ou e ' Y don't you use an 
her son was merely accustomed to her is yours truly's own little column: Seven numbers have been selected ax?", and went off with a bewildered tosses by Hood turned the trick. But 
"trances" and she proved this by pro- The Colonel wanted a fish one day by the appointed committee for the look on his face. For his enlightment, Day came through with a free throw 
duc'ing three death certificates. music division of the Eastern Illinois Frances was parting P auline's hair. and Bob King crashed through with a 
With which to pay a creditor; b f b k The guest speaker of the evenipa Spring Contest which will be held here It would seem that we have a rising race o as ets to give the loca.ls a 
"" Instead of a fish upon his line, · . · . . 16 t 14 thi d · was Dr. William Helli17, Analyst at the H 
11 
d ld d"t sometime 111 Apnl. The p1ano selec- young gold digger in our midst. When o r period lead. Hum· 
e pu e up ye o e e 1 or. t · · "A L B. A" , M c boldt t 1 · th f" 1 Illinois Cereal Mills in Paris, Illinois. I Od t th W t w· d 10n 1s a 1en 1mee ; soprano,, r. rowe described how he saw the wen score ess 111 e ma quar· 
His topic was the "Recent Develop- Th . ~ \
1
° t~ esh h. m h" k I "Sunbeams"; contralto, "The Mission end of a rainbow one day, Harriet ter while Mirus and Clark were clinch-
e W111 ew roug IS w IS ers of a Rose". tenor "Dea est" b Moore informed hi'm th t h h ld in!r T. C.'s victol .... '. Hood look~d brst 
ment of Chemistry and Physics". He That reached down to his legs, , .. · . ' "· . ' , r "; ass, a e s ou ~ J -
mentioned that, although a physicist So he tied them to the knot holes 
1 
T1me_ to Go , g:~ls chor~s, As Tor- have looked for the pot of gold "while for Humboldt while Clark and Bob . 
'in the latter part of the 19th century 'C b th h' 
1 1 
' rents 111 Summer , and mixed chorus, it was there." King were outstandin,g for the win· 
. " . , ·ause o IS egs were pegs. "All in the April Everu'ng' ' Speaking of grades (we 't b t ners. 
declai ed, Eve:ythm~ has been found , ~Signed, Colonel Cashew (born . , . · . ' weren , u 
three great d1scovenes have occurred 1658-died 1758 revived by the The girls chorus 1s requrred to be now is a good time since half of the 
since then. These are X-Rays, the pullmotor and is still kicking) three parts, and the mixed chorus is term is nearly over) five of the col-
Quantum theory, and Einstein's the- · four parts. These may be with or lege students making high honors for 
ory of Relativity. Dr. Henry illustrat- without accompaniment. last term were TC alumni, and out of HOLMES BARBER SHOP ed his speech by drawings and applied Government Class Rules for the literary division are in , 45 making honors, we can claim twelve. 
language-less technical than it might Holds Mock Trial the E. I. League Handbook which is Speaking of bragging, (we won't. Let 
have b~en. He recalled the experiment ready for publication and will be in· the the figures speak for themselves.) 
of the measurement of the velocity of The mails soon. 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
lady never owned a trunk. 
l'ight. He stated that Einstein's ideas Then how can we acco\.lnt for the ---·----
of sizes and shapes are relative and trunkful of counterfeit bilis found in FRENCH CLUB IS TO 
Everybody out to help beat Rardin 
in our gym at 7 :30. ~ Southwest Corner Square 
measured only according to other sizes Maxine Engle's apartment by Detec- HEAR MRS. VERWIEBE Patronize the News advertisers. 
and shapes. As a closing paragraph tive Hugh McMorris on the fateful 
WIN--
he confessed that the more scientists day of January 10, 1935? Mrs. Verwiebe is to be the principal 
study, the more they realize how lit- This was the question that con- speaker at the French club meeting 
tle they know. fronted the jury (made up of the Thursday, Jan. 17, at the home of The Watch Hospital of Charleston 
Westfield High Nips 
TC Cagers, 29 to 14 
senior government class) during Max- M:arguerite Sunderman at 7:30. A 1 
ine's trial for passing a counterfeit short play will also be presented by 
When you bring your Watch to us we give it a Complete Examinat · 
and tell you what it needs and the cost to do the work right at 1
10
n 
money t~a.n any jeweler. Our work is by expert watch m~n- ~s 
know therr watches. w o 
fifty dollar bill in Alexander's store. 1 the club members. 
District Attorney Marguerite Sun- Beatrice Widger will bring her book, 
-- derman, after a brilliant battle of wits "Views from stockholm " which a 
Alvin Von Behren's Westfield Black with Lawyer J ames Clark, played swedish correspondent s~nt her. A 
Cats proved too strong for the T. C. what she thought was her winning number of the chapters are written in 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY 
THE LEADING JEWELER 
high school cagers here Tuesday night, card when she brought forth the trunk French. 
winn'ing by a 29 to 14 score. The loeals of money found in Miss Engle's room. 
scored only six points in the first tt1ree But the defendant had an answer 
quarters. even for that-she never owned a 
Westfield started off fast, racking trunk in her life. 
up 11 points in the first period while Mr. Alter laughingly adjourned 
T. C. was garnering four. The visitors I court, and a bewildered jury declared 
counted six points in the second pe- it was the best m eeting of the Ecclesia 
riod while T. C. was also losing ground yet. 
for a 17 to 6 half margin. The Blue 
and Gold did not score a single point MACGREGOR COMPOSES 
in the third canto, Westfield leading NEAT PEP TALK FOR TO 
at the end of the period, 23 to 6. 
Whitson with eight points and Led-
better with three field goals paced 
Westfield in its victory. Bob "King's 
six points and the seven scored by Mi-
rus came within an ace of represent-
ing all of T. C.'s points. 
From an official and coaching point 
of view, the game was a reunion of 
Eastern State graduates. Von Beh-
ren, Westfield mentor, is a former 
star basketball player. Pricco, T. C. 
coach, starred in football for the Col-
lege while Errett Warner, referee, was 
a star football man in 1923 and H·24. 
TC's Party Line 
We hear over the party line that 
this week holds big doings in store 1or 
Rosemary McArthur. She will spend 
this week-end in Champaign attend-
ing the dances with the captain-elect 
of the football team . . . A new form 
of entertainment has been 1niti9..ted 
among our social circles, namely the 
"milk". This was substituted for tea 
Saturday at the home of Margan•t 
Servey. The little guests were dress·-
ed in kiddie costumes, and later at-
tended the college game. Those pres-
ent were Margaret Highland, Maxine 
Engle, Bobby Sunderman, Frances 
Durgee, and Margaret Servey 
"This year after every game, our 
yells were the howls of the underdog. 
I hope that next year we will hear 
the joyous barking of the pup that has 
just assassinated his first flea." 
Such an eloquent speech as John 
MacGregor made when he received his 
football letter in General Assembly, 
Thursday, should not die. 
Hardwood Hi-Lites 
Beat Rardin! 
Well, how did you like the boys' 
flashy new suits? There seemed to be 
more color in the suits than in the 
players. 
Coach Pricco has labored with the 
team a great deal, and still has hope~ 
of their being able to play some day. 
Our team spends a great deal of its 
time in practice, which they greatly 
n eed, and it seems that the student 
body could at · least spend one or two 
hours a week with them and attend 
games. School spirit is what we are 
seeking, and we hope to put it across 
to you someday. 
The writer of this column would ap-
preciate a few comments from you on 
this subject, or any other matters per-
taining to our sports. Please hand 
them to Margaret Servey, nigh school 
editor, or put them in the News box. 
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Pa.ge'nlree TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Balanced Social Calendar Is to Be Established 
Recreation Committee Will Meet with 
Groups' Representatives on January 28 Social News in Hues 
IT'S BEEN MANY weeks smce such 
New Voters League Holds First Meet 
Of New Year; Discusses Future Plans 
Campus Organizations Plan to 
Meet Within Next Week to 
Name Their Representatives. 
a pall has fallen over EI's "Social 
Birthday Dinner Is World" as lingered over the camous 
. last week. APPARENTLY "partied Games and Dancing 
Are Attractions at 
Parties Thursday 
Mrs. Benjamin Weir Reads Paper 
on Subject, "Legal Status of 
Women, '' as Feature. 
Given at Pemberton out" and glad of the New Year be-
All organizations ru·e expected to 
meet within the next week to name 
representatives to .the meeting of the 
Committee on Student Recreation at 
7 p. m. Monday, Januru·y 28 in the re-
ception room for consideration of a 
balanced social calendar for the re-
mainder of the school year. Presidents 
of campus organizations were given 
announcements of this meetlng and 
instructed as to the manner of prep-
aration for it. Representatives are 
to be prepared to outline social plans 
of the various groups. 
wednesday Evening : cause it offered rest from the mad 
rush of the HOLIDAY SEASON, stu-
The birthday dinner at Pemberton 
Hall W ednesday night honored those 
girls who have birthdays in November, 
December, or January. The idea of 
winter sports was effectively carried 
out in the table decorations and pro-
gram. Various school songs were sung 
between the courses. Special guests 
for the evening were Kathryn Hall, 
and Ruth Morgeson. 
Out of town guests were Florence 
Gunn and Gladys Strohl. 
Mr. Heller Offers Comment An1ong th; guests pre~ent for Pem-
Dean of Men, Hobart F. Heller, when berton Halls Sunday dinner were as 
interviewed on the purpose of the so- 1 follows: Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Thomas, 
cial planning said it was designed, in Mri and M~s. Sharp, Mr. and Mr~. 
part, to encourage social events !"l.nd to Co eman, Mlss Leah Stevens, and Mr. 
offer a wider range of social affairs. and Mrs. Andrews. 
He added that representatives to the Th 
1 
B-.d--T t f 
meeting would be asked to describ8 ex- , e annua n ge ournamen or 
tl h t t f . 1 ts th . women of the college, sponsored by the ac Y _w ~ ype_ 0 socia even . err . Women's League, will open Saturday o~garuzatlons _wished. The committee afternoon at 2:30 at Pemberton Hall. 
Will then decide on the exact dates Rose Marie Megaw has been named 
and offer suggestions concerning their general chairman of the event, which 
presentation. is expected to continue for the next 
Several campus groups met last three of four weeks. 
week and named their representati~1es. 
Evelyn HaJlowell was chosen by the 
senior class and Evalyn Schooley by 
the juniors. Although the sopho-
mores met, other business was at hand 
L. D. Coffman Heads 
Career System Group 
and they did not include the con- The career system for employees of 
sideration of social plans. That point 
will be taken up in a meeting of the 
class this morning. Donald Cavins, 
President of the class, says the Sophs 
Will want at least two soc'ial affairs 
arranged on the calendar. 
The seniors, in naming Miss Hallo-
well, instructed her to decide on the 
social affairs for that class. A sim-
ilar result was obtained in the junior 
class. 
1\fr. MacGregor Is Chairman 
Mr. MacGregor is chairman of the 
Com'lllmittee on Student R ecreation 
+ other members are: Mr. Heller, Dean 
of Men; Miss McKay, Dean of Worn 
en; Gerald Royer, president of the 
student Council; Florence Wood, pres 
ident of the League; and Vincent Y"el 
Jy, president of the Men's Union. 
1 federal, state and local governments is 
recommended to the American peo-
ple 'in the final report of the Commis-
sion of Inquiry on Public Service Per-
sonnel, m ade public Sunday by Dr. L. 
D . Coffman, president of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and chairman of 
the Commission. Dr Coffman was 
head of the EI Training school from 
190'7-1912. 
To attract the best man power to 
government service in the United 
States, and to make governments 
function more efficiently, it is impe!l·-
ative that government employment be 
placed on a career basis so that it will 
become a worthwhile life work, with 
entrance open and attractive to young 
men and women of capacity and char-
acter, and with opportunity of ad-
vancement through service and growth 
to posts of distinction and honor, the 
Commission finds. 
dents have unwittingly done your SO-
CIAL EDITORS a grtat injustice by 
doing nothing at all to write about. A 
REVIVAL is expected, however, as 
soon as the RECREATION COMMIT-
TEE, meeting with club representa-
tives, establishes a regular schedule of 
soc'ial affairs. 
Forrest Weber was the week-end 
guest of Homer Hendricks at his home 
in Tuscola . . . . Mr. and Mrs. 1\-fac 
Heinlein, former EI students, return-
ed to their home in Anderson, Ind., 
after a three weeks' visit with friends 
and relatives 'in Charleston .... John 
Stephenson, of Decatur, was the guest 
of his cousin, Dorothy Bonham, this 
week-end .... Emily Gordon, former 
EI student, was in Charleston Thurs-
day ... Edith Clouse spent the week-
end in Chrisman . . . . Irma Schlo-
baum, '34, and Fern Schlobaum, of 
Donna Smith entertained friends at 
her home Thursday evening, in honor 
of her "little sister," Lola Hawkins. 
The evening was spent in playing 
cards and dancing. Refreshments 
were served by the hostess. Guests 
were: Lola Hawkins, Forrest Weber, 
Mary Croughan, Evelyn Walters, 
Glenna Simpson, Frances Ford, Ern-
estine Bush, Jane Zimmerman, Eve-
lyn Carruthers, and Aline Lindley. 
Unit 3 held a Hard Times party on 
Thursday evening. Following the busi-
ness meeting, the evening was spent 
in playing games. Refreshments of 
popcorn and apples were served by 
the hostesses, Mildred Fritchley, Anna 
Balmer, Gladys Straik, Marcia Wilson, 
Margaret Marron, Olive Holsapple, 
and Evelyn Postle. 
Findley, were dinner guests at Pem- Mr. and Mrs. Mac Heinlein, former 
berton Hall Thursday evening · · · · EI students, entertained a few friends 
Gladys Strohl, '33, was a dinner guest Thursday evening. Bridge and ping 
of the Hall Wednesday evening . . . . pong were enjoyed. Those present: 
Violet McFarland attended the initla- Mary T eft, Bonnie Gher, Florence 
tion banquet of the Rebecca Lodg~. in Wood Donald Neal Vincent Kelly, 
Greenville Wednesday evening. and Bill Heinlein ' I _____ · ____ __ 
spent the week-end A d A H t 
n ersons re os s 
Evelyn Walters 
in Casey. 
Elizabeth Irwin attended the Sopho-
more dance at the University of Illi-
nois, Friday. 
Harold Renfro spent the week-end 
in St. Louis. 
Fred Z'immerman was in Tuscola 
over the week-end. 
Miss Elizabeth Michaels has mov-
ed into the Cofer Apartments on Sev-
enth street. 
Agnes Woreland visited in Neoga. 
Reba Henry was a week-end visitor 
in Oblong. 
Edward Galbreath, attending the 
University of Illinois, visited Jane 
Zlmmerman. 
Emily Rue was in Effingham over 
the week-end. 
Georgia Leisher visited in Greenville 
on Wednesday. 
l 1 IT ONE ENTERTAINS 
WITH BRIDGE PAUTY 
To Faculty Members 
Mr. and Mrs . S. S. Anderson enter-
tained at a six-thirty dinner party 
Wednesday evening at their home. The 
after dinner hours were spent in-
formally in conversation. 
The following guests were present: 
Miss Elizabeth Michael, Miss Lena B. 
Ellington, Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. DeF. Widger, and Mr. 
and Mrs. H. E. Phipps. 
Florence Bubeck entertained a few 
1 friends at 6 o'clock dinner Tuesday. 
Cards were the chief diversion after 
dinner. Those present were: Virginia 
Sechrest, Irene Whitaker, Lucille Bu-
beck, Vera Evans, and Helen Imle. 
Character-
The New Voters League held its 
January meeting at the home of 
Josephine Thomas, Wednesday eve-
ning. Plans for two open meetings 
were discussed. Mrs. Benjamin Weir 
read a paper on "The Legal Status 
of Women."' Bridge was enjoyed after 
the business m eeting. Refreshments 
were served by the hostss. 
Those present were: Miss Lena B. 
Ellington, Mrs. c. H. Coleman, Mrs. 
Benjamin Weir, Margaret McCarthy, 
Alice Goff , Phyllis Adkins, Donna 
Smith, Verina Bennett, Ruth Corley, 
Glenna Simpson, Forrest Weber, Eve-
lyn Hallowell , Kathryn Walker, Mary 
Love, Evalyn Schooley, Shirley Har-
rod, and Kathryn Lumbrick. 
Current Edition of 
'Who's Who' Arrive 
If you are ever in doubt or need 
brushing up on Who's Who in 1935, 
you can find out at the library. The 
new Who's Who for 1935 was received 
last week and has been placed on the 
reference shelf in the reference room 
of the library. 
Look f.:lr placards saying, "We ad-
vc:.rtise in Teachers College News. 
F. E. BARNES, M. D. D. 0. 
OSTEOPATH 
Phones 526-194 
Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block 
Charleston, Ill. 
lVIon., Tues. , Wed., Fri., Sat. 
Obtain Quality, 
Service and Results 
by competent operators, 
devoted to the best in-
terests of the beauty of 
our patrons. 
Modern 
If the meeting succeeds in establish 
ing a definite, balanced calendar of 
social affairs, it will mark an innova 
tion at EI. Organization leaders have 
expressed themselves in favor of the 
plan, which has been designed larg-ely 
for the reasons given by Mr. Heller 
and also to prevent congestion of 
events during the more gala times of 
the year. 
Unit One of the Women's League is the primary essential important I B Sh 
E l S h l t met at 1527 Seventh street Wednesday in your application photos. Have e a U t y op va yn c 00 ey 0 evening from 7:00 to 9:00. After a your sitting attended with care. I 
Represent Juniors short business meeting the nine host- Marguerite Armstrong, Anna Lang, 
___ esses entertained the 15 guests in their Sanders Studio 1 Lois Weathers 
Se~ection of a representative to the rooms. Bridge, other card games, and Phone 283 611 Sixth St. I 
Included with the message, pertain-
ing to the special meeting, organiza-
tion heads received another notice, re-
minding them that groups planning 
social events must present a two 
weeks' notice to the R ecreation Com-
mittee. The committee meets every 
Thursday after chapel and will con-
sider all applications which have been 
received before that time. 
meeting for outlining a social pro- anagrama were played. I 815 Monroe 
gram for the remainder of the year j' ·--------------------------------1 ~----------------------------~ L-------------------------------1 Phone 1501 
was the main point of business consid- , TYPEWRITERS 
ered by the junior class Tuesday I 
morning. Evalyn Schooley was_ ap-
1 pointed by Don Neal, class pres1dent, 
to represent the juniors and to arrange 1 
a schedule of social plans. I 
and 
REPAIRS 
Edward L. Church 
Margery Hayes Is 
Hostess at Bridge 
The class discussed various possible ' 
social affairs and decided to attempt j 
some social event this term. A_ dance I 
and a picnic were most prommently 
mentioned for presentation during the I 505 North 22nd St., Mattoon, Ill. 
Spring quarter. 
You're always welcome at Vval-
green's. People's Drug Store-North 
side square. 
Margery Hayes, former EI student, 
entertained her bridge club Friday 
evening. Refreshments were served 
at the close of play. Those attending 
were as follows: Martha Childress, 
Adelle Kampman, Cleo Gilman, Paul-
ine Story, Louise McNutt, Kathleen 
Forcum, Marion Fromme!, and Mrs. 
Arthur Barnett of Alton. 
·---------~ , 
Blue Ribbon Store I 
For Fine Foods 
MARTIN'S 
GROCERY 
Sophomores Arrange 19th St and Lincoln Ave. I 
For Jewelry Orders 1 I 
Announcement that orders for class j !=================;I 
rings could be placed this Tuesday Fresh Fruits and Vegetables- I 
was the main point of business con- we Always Have the Best. 
more c ass last Tuesday. The class IS 
BAND BOX DRY CLEANING 
Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinking 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 397 
NEW GROCERY AND 
MARKET 
Lawyer's Grocery 
When You Are Hungry or Thirsty 
Try the 
Corner Confectionery 
PHONE 81 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality ~e 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
sidered1 at a meeting of the Soph~- CHARLESTON Sf I 
meeting again this morning, at which FRUIT STORE I 
ti~~o ~~tiw ~ficM will be fill- ~one~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ed. _ .. ...,.,_. _ _, , L----:::::::::::::::::::::::::::=----------------------~ ---------------. 
ALEXANDER'S 1020 Lincoln St. Phone 1478 
"WATCH FOR THE 1935 FORD V-8 CARS" 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu-
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Municipal Sewage Disposal Plants at II 
the retail division Chamber of C'om- i - By the Editor ! 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
George Jean Nathan, in the January 
American Spectator, has a biting com-
ment entitled "Producers, Playwrights, 
and Critics." In answer to on accusa-
merce meeting Tuesday evening. +·-·-··-·-··--·-· ·- •• • ·--··-··-·-··-·-··-+ 
Entered as second class matter November 8, -1915, at the 
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March 
3, 1879. 
:Mr. Scruggs stated that from the FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT-
~ Printed by the Courie-r Publishing Company 
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1935 
In Which EI Moves One Step Nearer 
Balanced Social Calendar 
The most significant announcement made this 
year was incorporated in that notice circulated 
among organization heads announcing a meeting to 
determine a balanced schedule of social events for 
the remainder of the year. It represented EI 's 
awakening to a trend which seems. to us as essential 
if students are to get the most out of the social 
affairs given during our schooJ year. 
It is the plan of the Recreation committee, com-
posed of students and faculty members, to arrange 
a schedule of social events which will not only 
assure something every week but will guarantee 
the .best in entertainment.' The committee will de-
mand t_hat all social ventures be of a nature worthy 
o:f student attention and money. There are certain 
other less apparent blessings connected with the 
announcement. For instance, clubs and classes will 
be more able to arrange a budget for expenditures 
in social matters. Too, they can plan far ahead for 
each event and in this should be able to offer affairs 
for which a maximum of preparation has been 
made. 
Students need hardly be reminded of the con-
gestion of social pre entations in the pa t. It was 
the custom of organizations to ''jam'' all their im-
portant affairs into the periods preceding holidays 
and special days of observance. With the new 
ruling, we can look forward to some ''social plan-
ning' ' of our own. 
time mank'ind started living in sizable 
groups the matter of sewage disposal 
has been one of the unavoidable 
problems. In early times that was l 
cared for by burning and by burying 
and later came the utilization of 
streams. With the growth of con-
gested conditions and the dangerous 
pollution of waterways other 'Systems 
have had to be developed. Of these 
later systems he spoke of two :cinds-
the chemical and the bacteriologicn,l-
a combination of the two probably be- . 
ing the most efficient type. 
The plant in operation at Cham-
paign-Urbana which seems to meet 
their needs was described. He cited 
f~gures relating to cost of installation 
and maintenance of such a plant. 
The Soap Box 
Students and faculty members 
are invited to claomber upon the 
soap box and! give vent to their 
opinions on anything printed in 
the News, problems around school, 
or national topics which may have 
a bearing on colleges. Please limit 
letters to 150 words. All communi-
cations must berur the signature of 
the writer. The News assumes no 
res.ponsibility for opinions expressed 
in this column. 
In Defense of Salvi 
Dear Editor: 
Now that much just and unjust 
criticism has "blown over" in regard 
to some recent published articles in 
your paper I feel it my duty to make 
clear one point which is in defense of 
Mr. Salvi's harp recital. 
Mr. Salvi is undoubtedly the wo-rld's 
greatest living harpist. Most critics in 
our larger cities in America and on the 
Continent are agreed on that point. 
However, there are some "critics" (the 
small town type) whose criticism mere-
ly exposes the ignorance of the critic. 
For example, a recent article referred 
to the "sound and fury" of Mr. Salvi's 
harp, whereas the "sound and fury" 
was nothing more than a new harp. 
No doubt, most or all of you who heard 
the concert noticed that the harp had 
been used only 2 weeks and that the 
Pity Poor Professors! strings would continue to buzz until 
" . , I they were played on long enough to 
Professor eat Professor -to paraphrase. a fig- wear into their proper places on the 
ure of speech-pro1bably should be the heading of sounding board. This usually takes 
this verbal display. Switch out the light, George, from about 4 to 6 weeks before they 
while Dr. R. B. Raup of Columbia University become properly adjusted. 
"take a shot in the dark." A reporter of a south- Just thought it might be interesting 
ern new paper was told by the eminent professor for some of you to know this. 
that ' The average college professor can't think R. W. Weckel. 
clearly. He is unable to analyze problems thor-
oughly and logically. He is a 'yes man.' He doesn't 
know anything about political, social, and economic 
problems which do not bear a direct relation to the 
subject he teaches. He cares even less." Dr. Raup 
alleges that he sent questionnaires to more than 
2,000 educator . He explained, "More than half 
the teachers contradicted themselves at least once 
in every three replies.'' 
If the gun doesn't back-fire, Dr. Raup - or 
hould it be 'Rap' ~-will go unreplied. But we're 
afraid Dr. Raup likes to shoot, and his aim is bad. 
'rhe average college professor has knowledge of 
sources of information and has a good sense of 
judgment concerning the value of analyses he 
chances to hear or r~ad. We should say he is bet-
ter equipped in this respect than most other pro-
fessional people. Spencer was the last man to 
"know it all." Today we have enough professors 
to consult without the need of a ''Spencer.'' 
Debating at EI Makes Debut 
Although little student interest and comment 
was tirred, one of the really important events of 
EI hi tory wa recorded yesterday when the college 
debate club was introduced to. outside competition. 
~,or everal weeks now the local organization, which 
wa formed soon after school began under the direc-
tion of J. Glenn Ross, has been preparing for its 
bapti m to a new field of competition. As far as we 
know, there has neve! been a debating group at EI 
to undertake such a schedule of meets as has been 
arranged for the present club. 
That EI 's embryo debators-from point of ex-
p rience against outside competition-upheld their 
contentions admirably in yesterday's trial meeting 
is undebatable. They have a good comprehension 
of the ubject and displayed real zest for the 'diver-
sion of debating.' 
It's All the Same! 
To the Soap-Box: 
A certain instructor at EI has ,inst 
announced that all grades in his 
courses will be e'i.ther "satisfactory" or 
"unsatisfactory." Many students feel 
rather unha-ppy over the adoptio.o of 
this plan. It is much more encourag-
ing to receive a.n A or B on some worlc 
which has been carefully prepared 
than to merely merit a "satisfactory." 
The instructor bases his new plan on 
the theory that real students ;:;hould 
not work for grades. But it is a well 
known fact that the grades we make 
determine our standing and that rec-
ommendations for positions upon 
graduation are based upon our rec-
ords. And since this is true it will be 
very difficult to establish the desired 
attitude regarding grades. 
H.B.W. 
Honest, We Don't Know! 
Dear Soap-Box: 
"For what is Richland county noted?" 
that was the question a few hundred 
freshmen were asking each other after 
Tuesday's chapel. Perhaps Mr. Buz-
(Continued on Page 7) 
Wisdom and Words 
"Careworn man has, in all ages, 
Sown vanity to reap despair." 
-Goethe 
If a man look sharp and attentively 
he shall see fortune; for though she 
is blind, she is not invisible."-Bacon. 
Three everyday words you should 
be acquainted with - multifarious-
having variety; nihil-nothing; peren-
nial-enduring, unceasing. 
Your scholarly attention is again drawn to that tion of Elmer Rice that certain drama 
touching tribute to the late president, Livingston cri~ics are alcoholics and in the last 
n. Lord, by Mi ·s Isabel stages of senility, he cites the cases of 
great critics of other days, namely 
McKinney, head o,f the Strinberg, ho was accused of being in-
:E)ngli h department. This sane, as well as a boozer and senile, 
article, which appears in Coleridge, the drug addict, Hazlitt, 
The American Scholar, is Lamb. and Steele, great drinkers. He 
entitled ''An American says that the first objection. that pro-
Scholar." Miss McKin- ducers and playwrights might ration-
ney sketches the life of ally make against much of the current 
dramatic criticism is its confusing 
the great educator from habit of denouncing certain inferior 
his birth in Connecticut plays and praising others that are 
through his achievements equally inferior. A second might be 
at EI. In the article are that critics smilingly hope that certain 
included many of the plays which he has torn to pieces, may 
deft phrases and philoso- ·succeed anyway and make a million 
l · h' h h h l d dollars. Nathan admits that producers Miss Isabel McKinney P ues w IC ave e pe can well be squeamish about offering 
. mal~e Mr .. ~ord unfor.get- something really good when the journ-
table. Incidentally, one of his familiar expressiOns alists have called some low-brow 
- ' ' rrell the truth and don't be afraid' '-is the comedy a masterpiece and marvelous. 
News logan. ''An American Scholar'' fairly Those who have read Thomas Wolfe's 
breathes o•u t the author's awed admiration of the work in Scribner's might be interested 
subj ect. To us it seemed, ''a scholar writing in an article in the January American 
about a scholar." Sp~tator, by Richard Sheridan Ames, 
entitled "Wolfe, Wolfe!" The article 
FOREIGN PHOTO 
'rhe Association of American Colleges is 
due to meet Wednesday and Thursday of this 
week to investigate methods of recruiting stu-
dents-particularly athletes-in our universi-
ties. I obert L. Kelly, executive secretary, 
says the general athletic scholarship and en-
rollment situation throughout the nation is 
one of the worst in American educational his-
tory . Oh, Mr. Kelly, you who can place such 
unwholesome esti~at_es without flushing 
under t he foretaste of scoffing, how do you 
propo· e to ''cure'' that which is not ill but 
only has not yet accustomed its organs to 
strange nutriment ~ How, pray tell, will you 
r emove the damaging flecks on athletics with-
out defacing the subject itself~ 
ends, "Can he be the real thing, at 
last?" 
Biography is certainly coming to the 
fore these days. Another new one is 
Sutter of California, by Julian Dana, 
(The Press of the Pioneers, $3.75). In 
this book is used certain first-hand 
material, including original records of 
the Sutter family. There seems to be 
some flaws in Mr. Dana's history of 
the West, but not of California. 
Pirandello, a Nobel Prize winner for 
1934, has a new volume of short stor-
ies, Better Think Twice About It, and 
Twelve Other Short Stories, translated 
from the Italian by Arthur and Henrie 
Mayne (E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., $3.00). These stories deal with 
Sicilian life, with the life of those island 
people, many of them humble, some of 
them wealthy and proud, among whom 
PICTORIALS- the author was reared. If these stories 
Indeed, Mr. Kelly will probably find his Asso- reflect the lives of a sharply defined 
ciation ha a gigantic task at hand. The very con- group, they are not mere surface re-
t emplation of it is confusing in itself. Last week flections. Even the animals-the poor, 
we f~ll into a contrite trap of befuddlement. Edi- scraggy donkeys, the horses, the dogs 
and the hens-walk in and out of 
torially, we were presenting aspects of the multi- these tales. There is rarely lengthy 
farious contentions on the subject of subsidizing. description in these tales, which show 
In our lead we stated with smug authority that a fine economy of words, but Pirand-
the situation had been reduced to ''sanity.'' And ello, now with a single line, now a 
t h en for 150 a sorted and explanatory words we brief paragraph, so fills in the land-
proceeded to unwittingly show that things were I scape that before one has finished, one 
. has a better picture of Sicily than 
m a to'P y-turvy state, embroiled and embattled. many a travel-book can off 
Our vanity does not soar! Not all of the Associa- Thornton W'ld , er. 
t . ' d l ' b · 'l fi . 1 er s new novel ~on s e I e.r~t~ons WI l. be con ned to cons.Ide.ra- Heaven's My Destination, (Harper and 
t10n of subsidiZing. It IS the twenty-first meetmg Brothers, $2.50), will be read for its en-
of the group and they plan to celebrate their tertainment and discussed for its am-
' ' coming of age'' with appropriate speeches by biguity, says one critic. This book re-
well known lecturers. sembles his others in two respects: all 
SNAPSHOTS-
Alexander (Adjective-as his critics are 
wont to. call him.) W oollcott comes forth with 
the declaration that radio education should 
not be forced down the gullets of ether-fans. 
.. Lee Lynch of the Charleston Daily Courier, 
who started a column last fall with a modest 
idea in mind and saw it grow into the biggest 
feature venture of this section, often carries 
mention of College students and professors in 
his sentence-graphics. His column is called 
"Stray Notes Off a Reporter's. Pad." Lee 
was a student at EI for a sho,rt time and is a 
graduate of TC High. He removed himself 
from the College scene to become a reporter 
on the Courier. 
+u-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-•a-uJI.II-II-11-11-II-tll-11-tl-••-~e+ 
@ater Under the Bridge 
+ • - U - II-II-II-JI- tiii-II-11- 11111-II -II-II-II-II-II-II-UI-I+ 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week of January 16-23 
Elbert Field wins the contest to name the 72 
acre plot west o.f the college, his contribution 
were written with a conscious reaching 
after a beauty of style, and all were un-
mistakably the work of a moralist. 
This book can be read as a comedy, as 
may be its purpose. Just how far Mr. 
Wilder meant to go in seriousness of 
purpose is difficult to judge, for rea-
sons which constitute the book's weak-
nesses. 
+ -wn-••-••-••-••-..--.r-t•-••-••-••-•+ I The Elephant's Child J 
+11-Utl- 111- ltt- 11- ll- ll- ll- ll- ll- ll-1 -1+ 
To what do you attribute your over-
whelming popularity? 
Fved Zimmerman '38 :- To my boil. 
Homer Hendricks '36 - To my lit-
tle red fire wagon, and my room-
mate's big red boil. 
Eve Hallowell '35 - To halitosis, B. 
0 ., and George Henry. 
Mary Croughan '38 - To my red-
headed associates, plus my ability to 
talk baby-talk and recite nursery 
rhymes. 
Lucille Thomas '36 - If such a thing 
ever happened to me, I would take off 
for parts unknown and start over 
again. being ''Lincoln Field.'' 
EI absorbed 65-16 defeat at 
diana State. 
the hands of In- Mickey McNeal '37-To my bedside 
technique and my charming kitchen 
Jake Vole flaunted the Men's Union, charging 
there '\Vas no co-operation in the group. 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Week of January 12-19 
No quorum, no business. was the res.ult of the 
last Student Council meeting. 
A forward on the Millikin team, which EI de-
feated 36-22, was named Millikin. He scored 10 
of his team's total points. 
manners. 
Widget '43 ( ?) - To my ability to 
act in the place of Doris Blake. 
Emma Jean Duff '37 - On this 
point, I think silence is golden. 
Walt Morris '37 - Our little pink 
elephant is being facetious! I ain't 
popular! 
Rex Hovious '36 - How do you like 
my new glasses? 
J. P. Bleed '37 - To my New Year's 
resolution to say something nice about 
everybody! 
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Heckler Helps Self 
The Last Trump To Poetry and Puns . Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet 
Eating of curds and whey 
'Light in El's Tower at Night' Is Not 
Ghost of Gruengammies, 'Tis Found 
+~-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--·--·--·--·-·+ I EI's EAGLE-I 1 ''This, fartner, Is Our Trick" She said: Staff Writer Runs Through Gamut of Possibilities but Still 
Is Puzzled. 
"If they don't stop bringing this stuff, 
I'll throw it away." l s 
THE HIGH COST OF SERIOUSNESS 
or 
Bits about 'em: Mr. Burris reading 
a copy of the News on the stage just 
before chapel ... A political pull, we'd 
say .... Mr. MacGregor learnedly 
perusing a current issue of Colliers . . 
A Royal Order pin for you, my fine 
frand! 
I i I We doubt if many students have no-ticed the small, eerie light which may be seen shining in the window on the north west corner of the t hird floor main building. If you should happe~ 
by just before the crack of dawn it 
would still be glimmering. The me~n­
ing of this light is a mystery to most 
people, and occasions quite a few varied 
explanations by uninformed observers. 
What Price HUJmor? 
Voltaire once said: "I don't agree with a 
i s l , word you say unless I said it first." Is it any wonder that Voltaire always wanted the right 
word first? We teachers are prone to be too 
humble about our calling. Seriously, it's some-
times more than a calling-it's a shouting. 
Anyway, it's a terrific price we pay just to be 
called "professor" to our face. One would 
think that apples had something to do 
Prof. Colseybur 
Unaccustomed as we are to going to 
chapel, we spent an enjoyable hour 
contemplating Mr. Beu's idea of "nega-
tive" girls. Smart peppils, we are! 
+·-··-··-·--··-··-··- ··--··- ··- ··-11111- l.i. 
Hovious is expecting more mail s'ince 
the Phi Sigs have a larger mail box 
at their new house. 
Did you Reed the News last week? 
The most popular explanation seems 
to be that the third floor west is 
haunted, and that a tribe of Gruen-
gammies gather there nightly to chant 
around their little campfire (or what-
ever Gruengammies do around camp-
fires). Now, every school should have 
legends, but please let's not bring any 
Greungammies into them. (We are 
afraid of Gruengammies) . So that 
lets out that explanation. 
"Contemporary Thought" because they 
"only had a few left." If you'se guys want to be Ph. D's (Pem Hall Daters) .have your sheckles 
in your Noos Box. 
This younger generation. 
with an education these days. No one 
can educate an apple! Hence, why all 
this polishing? Perhaps, it's the an-
swer to the eternal question-"Will oll!l' 
teaching bear fruit?" In a world Come back to chapel, Faculty! 
wherein students must be seen and not all, it's your show! 
After 
Words Often Misused 
Student teacher (over telephone)--! 
want to show the class some fossils to-
morrow. Could you bring one of your 
old fossils to school with you? heard, perhaps the apple is the go-
between! Imagine taking an apple to Do not use the school 
a meeting of Kapa Delta Pi! We would order your groceries! 
Do not say, "I wish I could pass this 
telephone to course with an A." Omit "with an A." 
I 
Often Mispronounced: Guinagh -
Pronounce as "The mice will Guinagh 
Oh heck, we ought to divide this on the cheese." 
Faculty member's child-No, I could 
not tomorrow . . Daddy's sick. 
not advise it, even if the apple were 
baked. Yet to the educator belongs the 
apple. And to think that it once be-
longed to Eve! Young people-never 
before in the history of mankind were 
apples more important than today! 
The greatest problems in education to-
day are solved by apples. Bananas just 
won't do! 
Let's take 
_now! 
our team to Arkansas 
oolumn by three! Synonyms: Apple polishers, friends, 
--- acquaintances, G. H. 
Tell the truth, but don't let J. P. Word Study-Use a word for a year 
Reed tell it! or two and it's your. Today's word-
Teacher-What is Cleopatra's nee-
dle? 
Ben Edman (6th grade)-The st'ick 
she sews with. 
--- money. 
Companion courses-Highway Tech-
nique 20 (Hitch-hiking) and Statistics 
20 (Chapel). 
Goodbye now, pliz. If he only had a dual personality I 
could call him ·lice. 
A man may be down, but he can't 
be entirely out u:ntil the campus gut-
t :-llt-IIN-IIIt-111-ll-11-ll-11-1·-··-··-·+ 
!Eimer's College DazeJ 
+•-••-••-••-u•-n-••-••-••-••-••-••-·+ 
A few people (who happen to know 
that the light is in Mr. Scruggs office), 
think it is that venerable gentleman 
himself who reads all night by candle-
light. Others claim that the light is 
kept burning for a former pupil who 
left school owing Mr. Spooner 15 cents. 
But these explanations are all wrong. 
M r. Upton, will you 
books to the library! 
please take our ters are finished. Dear Elmiree: 
Did my innerview go over big here 
so now I have to go after George 
Henry. I found him under the stage 
(that's some planks they got nailed to-
gether to make speeches on) with a 
hammer in one hand an a hamburger 
in t he other, a roll of wire around his 
neck and three screw drivers fell out 
of his pockets when he turned around 
to see who I was. When I tole him 
who I was he said he knew it. You 
can't print anything about me, I won't 
tell you anything about anything and-
er, well whaddya wanta know. Don't 
stand there like a dummy you dummy. 
I seen I had him I knew he would 
come around. 
Something there ought to be 30me-
thing done about or something-four 
Kappa Delta Pians who never cracked 
their faces while Stephen Leacock 
talked. 
We know, because very quietly we 
sneaked into the office in daylight, 
and looked. The thing causing the 
disturbance is a little gadget resemb-
ling a soap bo·x, but with bulbs stick-
ing out all · over it. We even asked 
Mr. Scruggs what it was, but he smiled 
and turned away, frightening a bull-
frog which happened to be watching. 
Maybe Mr. Scruggs doesn't know what 
it is, but one night when we happened 
to be upstairs t here was a very strong 
odor of cooking popcorn. The thing 
may be a popcorn cooker. 
If Amos 'n Andy went to EI 
1. Boothology 
2. Guinonomy 
3. Burretics 
4. Hobbography 
5. Spoonastics 
6. Seyrology 
7. Coleography 
8. Rossmatics 
9. Shileocopography 
10. Andreomatry 
11. Thutalytics 
12. Cavremics. 
The New Way 
"How was· the dance?" 
"Punk! The chaperons weren't up to 
form." 
Don't let a moustache interfere with 
your education. 
Are you positive, Mr. Beu, 
those negative girls? 
Our own particular brand 
dundancy: text-book library. 
about 
of re-
Come to the rescue of Prof Colseybur. 
A bill is due to be introduced into the 
state legislature to prevent hitch-hik-
ing. If the bill passes, Colseybur's 
life work goes for naught. Don't let 
it pass, don't! 
We'll bite- what is Richland County 
noted Jor? 
Points An 
Accusing Finger 
at ••..• 
Q. When and why were you born? 
(Time out till he finishes his ham-
I call my gal carpetbag because she's 
rugged. 
There was some talk of leaving this 
colun1n out this week; we were afraid 
you couldn't stand two Masters of 
Humor so close together. Any casual-
ties will be settled with the Claims 
A,ga'inst Us Department. Line forms 
to the left. 
Peas porridge hot 
Peas porridge cold 
Peas porridge in the pot 
Quick, Henry, a spoon! 
Som e like it hot 
~ 
Some like it cold burger.) 
I seen 
one. 
he didn't wanta answer that Some like it in the pot 
But I'll swig mine. 
Q. How does it feel to be stage 
managerie? 
A. It feels allri-say, you nasty 
man! It ain't a bit like George to say 
things like that. I guess he was eat-
ing his hamburger too fast or what-
ever. 
The seniors should worry-egad. It's 
only some 19 more weeks till they can 
get on relief. 
Enigmatic Professor 
Undergoes .Analysis Smile Softly, Dear Reader '??? C) ? ? '? Q. What will EI do · when you're 
"Ummm, t he dinner smells good!" gone. --~-re:~:;;~ut:e~~·h stew we .hM yes- I '""'"""'"'"""""";::"";:"·:::::,·;~;:;;;"""""""""""""""' Ij;}~ :~:~~~ you owe your popu-1 ~~;;!::~r~;~::~::\e;;~:r;~: 
Found on the first page of last A. Say, do you know who you're in- gregation of syllables in the profes-If this weather keeps up the Glee 
club will be singing bass. week's News: A bridge tournament has terviewing? sor's name, we now have found the so-
ecbmoean th tnd tnd ano tnddle. I s Q. What is a stagedoor? lution of his nom de plume. 
this GERTRUDE STEIN or MRS A. That's my missnomer. We experimented. We borrowed the It's just too bad we didn't go out for 
the team. 
KEDLE:Y? Q. Does she type for you? biggest kettle in the Pemberton Hall 
Professor Colseybur's picture 
tively will not appear in this 
annual. 
I 
A. No, that's what I bought this kitchen (by special permission) and 
posi- There are some people in this yere new Corona for. Come over ·here a into it we put Heller, Andrews, Rein-
year's college that would like to know wheth- minit and I'll show you all about- hardt, Guinagh, Coleman, Seymour, 
The next best thing to being on the 
Honor Roll is t o help your roommate 
to get there. 
The big, bad, will get 
er being a SOPHOMORE' in the JUN- Me: No, I haven't got time. Answer and Burris. We cooked the mixture 
lOR COLLEGE made one a .FRESH- the rest of these questions. for a long time, stirred it well, poured 
MAN. Q. What is your diet? it on to a platter, and behold! The 
1 I A. Can't you see? But I do eat eggs nicely solidified result was Helland-
With 100 ettra women o~ the cam- for breakfast. rheinaugh Colseybur, the professor 
pus, there is ONE WOMAN who has Q. How do you like your eggs? himself. Now we can look at that 
two "lights o' love"-one for week-ends A. Well, I don't like smart ones like name every week and not have any 
and holidays, and one for week d ays you. more sleepless nights of wondering 
_ ON THIS CAMPUS, miracle of mir- Me (Sorta unvoce) I don't like rot- what it means. 
The carpenters have just about acles! I ten ones like you either. 
you if you don't watch out! 
wrecked our Zoology class. Don't be Q. When do you sleep? 
surprised, brothers, if we fail. After this, when GLEN COOPER A. Between hamburgers. (We didn't 
couldn't print any of this stuff. 
asks you to MASH A CRUMB with ask where). 
Q. To what do you owe your suc-
I see where Stepin Peacock was here 
last nite. I'd ruther a seen Stepin 
Fetchit. He talked on humor but I'm 
glad I didn't go. I like humor more 
than I would him anyway. I guess 
I'm sure gettin this collitch dialek 
ain't I. 
CONGRATULATIO~S TRIPP STOP 
SEE YOU IN SPRINGFIELD STOP 
.TELL HENRY HELLOA STQP RE-
GARDS TO GAS HOUSE GANG. 
SIGNED OLE POKER FACE. 
Strike up the music, 
R. T's inauguration! 
Footsy, 
Don't forget t he flowers, Duke! 
On with the poetry, Haddock! 
This is our joke! Don't laff! 
for 
him, do so. It means "eats!" 
Recent sodal trends (not taken from 
the Hoover compilation) : 
1. Studying on the library. 
2. Going to the Campus Inn for 
"cokes." 
3. Arguing with professors 
"downing" them. 
4. Going to chapel twice a 
and clamoring for more. 
·5. Roy Wilson in the library. 
and 
week 
Congratulations, ROY,. a bad penny 
can't be kept down! Welcome back to 
Caruso may be dead, but we still our institution. 
have Mr. Seymour. 
And 1n closing, may we say as Mr. 
Don't Blrune EI If You Aren't Placed Goleman, "However that may be-'' 
1. Major - English. 
2. Minor - Mathematics. 
3. Outside activities 
polishing - flirting. 
apple 
And now we hear that the text-book 
l~brarian refused a freshie a copy of 1 
See C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St., for j 
quality watch, clock and jewelry re-
pairing at moderate prices. All work 
guaranteed. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
cess? 
A. All I am or ever hope to be I 
owe to George Henry. 
Q How do you like the managerate 
the Publik Undress Sistem in Chapel? 
A. I like it better: than mananderin 
for an hour's set like you have to do. 
Q. What do you think of Penflirtin 
Hall? 
A. It's a great place. I'd like to live 
there. I mean you know if there was 
boys. 
But I left him before he tole me I 
_,_. 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
MOORE TIRE & BATTERY SERVlCE 
Goodyear Tires Marlatt Batteries 
PHONE 839 
For Prompt Battery and Tire Service 
Starting-Lighting-Ignition 
417 Madison Street On Route 16 
Anyway, you needn't worry about 
there being any Gruen gammies around. 
We looked up some old records, and 
there hasn't been a Gruengammie seen 
around here since the county election. 
Co-ed Cuts, Sleeps; 
'For Good of All!' 
"I'M sorry that I out your class-I'M 
sorrier yet that you saw me. I haven't 
had any sleep for three nites, and hav-
ing slept through two periods this 
morning, I thought it would be less 
painful for both of us if I went home 
and slept in bed." 
Such was the note received by Mr. 
Seymour of the history department 
from Mary Crogan, explaining her ab-
sence from one of his classes.. · 
MISS DARINGER IS 
CO-AUTHOR OF TEXT 
In the E:nglish Journal, High school 
edition, for January, 1935, thera is an 
advertisement on page 90 for the 
book, "Poets Craft" by Helen Fern 
Daringer and Anne Thaxter Eaton. 
Miss Daringer has been a student at 
EI and was on the regular faculty for 
sometime. Until summer befor e last 
she was on the summer faculty. She 
is now at Teachers College, Columbia 
University. ~ 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Where E. I. and Soutb Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Y ()1111' Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 IJncoln Ave. 
Drastic Reductions 
in Millinery, 
Ready-to-Wear, etc. 
at 
T~~e Vogue 
Shop 
Final Clearance 
Page Silt 
Harry Metter, New Faculty Member, 
Professes Modesty, Gonfesses Career 
By Muriel Edwards 
"I am not," said Harry L. Metter, 
Principal of the Training school and 
Critic teacher of seventh, eighth, and 
ninth grade Mathematics, "a publicity 
hound." This was a slightly unusual 
reply to a request for an interview 
but Dr. Metter's genial manner di~ 
vested it of all abruptness. 
We sat down and took up the busi-
ness at hand of learning where and 
when Dr. Metter obtained his educa-
tion while several student teachers 
pliecl their trade by grading notebooks, 
averaging scores, and arguing about 
problem 11, in another corner of the 
room. 
Is Illinois Graduate 
Joins News Staff 
Dr. Metter was graduated from high 
school at Columbia, Illinois, a town 
near East St. Louis. He attended the 
Teachers College at carbondale for Roy Wilson, last year's editor of the 
two years. In 1924 he graduated ftom News, who returned to school recently, 
the University of Illinois with the de- has rejoined the News staff. His offi-
gree of Bachelor of Science. He re- cial title is "Assistant Editor." In 
ceived the degree of Master of Science this week's issue he begins a column 
in 1925 and of Doctor of Philosophy of political comment, "The Political 
1n 1933 from the same university. He Panorama." 
majored in Education and minored in ·------------....,.-
Psychology and Math. 
"I engaged in some athletic activi-
ties in school," Dr. Metter said. "I 
didn't make the first team in basket-
ball or football, but I did in baseball. 
In fact, I played semi-professional 
baseball for three years after gradu-
ating from high school." 
We asked what forms of recreation 
he enjoys now. 
"Golf, tennis and h:unting are my 
chief diversions," he replied, "U one 
excludes reading. I especially enjoy 
education books. Of course, my chief 
interest is in my work." 
"Did you ever do any writing?" we 
queried. 
Pegasus Ponders 
Dedicated to Apple-polishers. 
Listen much and listen always, 
Morning, noon, and night, 
And, no matter what he tells you, 
Nod, and say that he is right. 
Flatter much and flatter often, 
Ask to lug his case about, 
Speak to him on by-street corners , 
Turn yourself clear wrong side out. 
Cram and study, as he tells you, 
When the term exams come rotmd, 
And fill your paper full of hooey 
Of the kind he's slung around. 
"I wrote an article,'' he replied ,"for 
the Elementary School Journal of 
June, 1934, entitled Trends in the Do all this and do not scruple- -
Emphasis in Various Topics in Arith- What ls conscience, what are friends ; 
metic since 1860." What are dinner, what are dances, 
Comes Here from Oakland jWhat are means when there are ends? 
Dr. Metter began hls teaching career . . . . in a count~• scho , H 8 . So hck his feet and pohsh apples, ·J o.. e was uperm- F . t t . 
tendent of the El t S h l t or my son, JUS hink, you may, 
· . emen ary c ~0 ~ a By these machinations-
Baldwin, TIL, for two years, Prmcrpal If you're lucky--scratch an A 
of t'l.e Homer Community high school · 
for two years artd Principal of Lhe 
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Mr. Thut Makes Easy 
Mandel's Famous Law 
'Stars Fell on Alabama',-Reviewer 
Refuses to Be Impressed by 'Calamity' 
• By Stanley Elam 
"Peas are peas," revealed Mr. Thut 
to a recent botany class. "When ye 
plant peas, peas will come up and not 
beans. Ye musn't expect beans. On 
POTENTIAL 'POLAR 
BEAR CLUB' MAKES 
APPEARANCE AT EI 
I 
no account will beans come up where 
peas are planted. There is no ques- Here at EI we have a potential 
tion about it, peas are peas." For ad- "Po~ar Bear Club" with Charles Rob-
ditional emphasis Mr. Thut poked a ertson and Marvin Upton so far as the 
long bony forefinger at space, elimin- charter members; the only difference 
ated his chin by some magical process between EI's and Chicago's is that EI's 
and assumed the mechanical angle of go in fully clothed. 
a toy pool player run by a spring. Sud- Last week Charles Robertson was 
denly he jerked back to an upright po- enjoying himself playing at ice skating 
sition and began making marks on the sans skates on the half melted ice of 
blackboard. A long mark-"one tall Lake Ahmoweenah when he fell 
pea," a short mark- "one short pea." through and had to break a swath al-
He glanced at the ceiling preparatory most to shore before he found ice 
to making another drastic statement strong enough to hold him. 
"Now we will marry these two peas Marvin Upton entered his member-
What will happen?" He paused dur- ship in the "Bear club" by stepping on 
ing an expectant silence and drew a ' the bottom of the lake when he was 
couple of lines with arrows connecting on his way to the Lair over the ice 
the peas. "Wait, I'll take that up to- several days ago. 
morrow." He paused again, wrinkled 
his brow, and stroked his mustache 
"No, perhaps we should finish it to- E. H. Taylor Speaks 
day." He ran his fingers through his 
flying hair, suddenly disentangled Before Rotary Club 
them in the midst of a process that ---
promised at best to be a miserable E. H . Taylor, head of the Mathemat-
failure, and aimed one at Bill Hite ics department, was the feat ured speak-
"Hite, do ye know how tall the first er at the regular meeting of the Ro-
ba?y pea will be, the second, the tary club last Tuesday noon. His sub-
third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth? ject of talk was "Mathematics." 
Ad infinitum? Now, when the son of a Mr. Taylor stated that without the 
t all pea is crossed with the son of a discoveries, inventions, and develop-
short pea and a t all pea, how long m ents of science made possible by high-
will the son of the long pea's grand- er mathema tics, insurance practices, 
father be? Do you follow me? I am public utility effeciency, the radio, and 
going slow so you won't get lost. If the autos as we today have them would 
I that is true, we h ave just one-other- not be possible; the foundat ion of time possibility." Squinting, he separated m easurement , of surveying, of map-
these words with gesticulations making, and of practically every pres-
straightened on "possibility," the~ ent day m echanical and industrial im-
closed his eyes and lips tightly, bent, provement is possible only through the 
and peered at the class. "The long pea theories and experiments of science 
can have a gamete of a short pea in made possible through t he application 
it, can't it? Well- but a long pea can't of higher mathematics. 
have a short gamete in it, see?" There He said that at EI in the mathemat-
was a triumphant note in h is voice as ics department effort is made to give 
if he had fooled us all. "Because if it t h e student s an appreciation of the 
did it would be a short pea, see? Ye importance of mathematics, and phases 
can't get around that. Mendel proved of the subject. 
it. So what remains? Just one ques- Vincent Kelly, Men's Union Head, 
tion. Why is this pea tall?" He look- was a guest of the club. It is planned 
ed over his shoulder at the class ap- to invite a number of the College stu-
praisingly. -"What! Don't anybody d ents to the meetings before the school 
know?" Mr. Thut sounded incredulous year closes. Paul Sloan of the Educa-
and a little hurt. "Well I thought that tion department, was introduced as a 
By Mrs. Kedley '36 
Stars Fell on Alabama. and I refuse 
to be impressed although Carl Carmer 
included fact, fancy and fiction. Only 
by the constant reference to the war 
between the states was I assured that 
Alabama was, and still is, a part of 
our great commonwealth. The author 
presents a strange country of "grand-
daddy" alligators, conjure women, and 
"The ladies, sir, our Southern Pride." 
Divides Alabama into Sections 
Carmer divides Alabama into the 
Red Hills, the Foothills, Blackbelt 
Conjure country, and the Cajan coun~ 
try. He visits each of these places and 
collects stories and character sketches 
of local color. His characters are hill 
people, plantation owners, college 
groups, Indians from Cajan country, 
and negroes, unexcelled materials for 
lynchings and Klu Klux Klan raiders. 
There is a strange charm in the very 
air of Alabama that makes her citizens 
do stranger things with the greatest 
unconcern. They take their citizen-
ship and liquor seriously. The hill 
people still settle t heir political disputes 
with a rope or gun. The planter class 
reserves all the traditional h ospitality 
of the Ante-Bellum days. The differ-
ence is in silhouettes - from crinolines 
t o sheathes. 
Hill People Were Interesting 
The hill people were interesting-
more like our conception of the true 
hill-billy. But t he Cajans were the 
most mysterious-a st range race neith-
er white, black, or red. They scorn 
any connection with the negro and 
hope to be accepted as equals with the 
whit e people. They feel their social 
inferiority keenly and refuse to accept 
"leavings." They live back in the 
"Piney" woods and are aloof and silent 
before strangers. 
Bethany Township high school for Moonbeam's Gleam 
four years. He spent one summer as The moonbeams glided into my win-
an instructor of Education in Batt le dow 
one would be easy. Th~ joke's on me." new member. 
He forgave us with a smile. "Why will 
this be a long one then? Well, I'll just WE'RE SORRY 
The author has the style of a journ-
alist rather than a t eacher of English. 
I t is terse, clipped , and at times, breezy. 
He uses little dialect and tells most of 
his stories about people in his own 
correct English. He makes no attempt 
to stay out of the story-rather, he is 
an integral part of it. Alabama is 
seen through his eyes-the eyes of a 
northern educated man teaching in 
the South. I can not understand his 
calm acceptance of social customs so 
different from northern ones. Perhaps 
stars are still falling in Alabama. 
Creek College, Battle Creek, Mich. Wt night 
Last year he taught English and matb And filled my sleep 
in the high school at Oakwood, Ill., With weird, wild dreams. 
a town near Danville. I tossed and rolled and tumbled 
"I like EI and Charleston very Last night, 
much," Dr. Metter said. "The very And could not wake 
first day that I was in Charleston I From weird, wild dreams. 
noticed the friendly attitude of the The moonbeams lodged in my mind 
people. I find Charleston more like Today, 
Bethany in this respect." And filled my thoughts 
Mr. Metter is a member of Phi Del- With weird, wild dreams. 
ta K appa, honorary fraternity for men 
in Education and of Sigma Delt a Sig- j 
rna, a scholastic fraternity. 
EI Students Hail 
From 38 Counties 
Five st ates other than Illinois and 
38 counties in this stat e are repre-
sented by students r egist ered for the 
Winter t erm. 
Seven out-of -state studen ts come 
from ·Indiana, three from Ohio, ~nd 
one each from Iowa, Missouri, and 
Montana. 
Of the 998 studen ts from Illinois 409 
live in Coles county. Edgar county 
sends 49 placing it second on the 1ist, 
and Sa n gamon county is third with 44. 
Other counties r epresented a,re 
Bond, Champa ign, Christian, Clark, 
Clay, Cook, Cra wford, Cumberland, 
Douglas, Du Page, Edwards, Effing-
ham, Fayette, Greene, Grundy, Hen-
ry, J asper , J efferson, Lake, Lawrence, 
Macon, Macoupin, Madison , Marion, 
Mercer , Montgomery, Moultrie, Piatt , 
Richland, Shelby, Vermilion, Wabash , 
Wayne, Wh'i.te, and Woodford. 
VALENTINES 
AMNESIA 
Prologue 
Inclined to think, 
In mirth I sink. 
Amused I sit-just dreaming, 
While all about me life is streaming. 
Men adopt, they comprehend, 
And ).ltter forth in glittering phrase 
Things they know not but still pretend; 
And so I sit-just dreaming, 
While all about m e men are dreaming. 
Epilogue 
Dream on and mend 
This troubled world-
Curses! To what end? 
500 cleaning tissues-39c; P epsodent I 
tooth paste- 39c. Save at your Wal-
green system drug store- North side 
square. 
Call F. V. Thrall 
for 
Quality Coal 
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora. C'oal 
Let flowers say "Be My Valentine" 
for you this year. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 186 123 Sixth St. 
Phone 39. 
Furste'sAuto Supply 
Buy It For Less at Furste 's 
PHONE 24 
answer that myself. It's just because 
of the simple fact that I told you a t 
t he beginning of the class. A pea is 
a pea , and ye can 't m ake a bean out 
of it." 
METHODIST CHURCH 
GIVEN PREFERENCE 
Figures taken from the church di-
rectory show a r epresentation of 20 
churches by 961 students. 
Three hundred and sixty-one of 
these stated Methodist as their pref-
erence: 217 f avored Christian ; 128, 
Presbyterian; 86, Bapt ist; 58, Un ited 
Brethren; Catholic, 41; and 21, TJuth -
eran. A total of 49 students indicat-
ed no preference. 
Through an erro;r the name of Edna I 
Dorothea Abenbrink did not appear on 
t he honor list publish ed in the News 
last week. Miss Abenbrink, a sopho-
more, is a graduate of Edwardsville 
high school. 
EYES TESTED 
Glasses Fitted by 
RICKETTS 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference 
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
PHONE 85 
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY 
OF CANADA 
FOUNDED IN 1865 
ASSETS OVER $640,000,000 
Leading International Life Insurance in Annuity Company Operating 
in Forty Countries 
H. NOLAN SIMS E.l.'30 
Telephone 354 Charleston, Ill. 
Sun Life Specializes in Deferred and Immediate ANNUITIES 
for Old Age Retirement 
Policy analysis and Insurance programs gladly submitted for consideration 
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Experiments with 'College·Bred' Rats 
Show Food Values of Different Grains 
Browser Finds Array I Internship Period to Train Students· 
Of Books on Travel A l G rn 
ctua overnment Work Postponed 
Before you get fed-up on school +·-u-u-••-•·-~~-,.-u-•·-~~-•-••-•+ 
''White Corn Rats'' and ''Yellow 
Corn Rats " are Studied by Mr. 
Cavins' Hygiene Class. 
• I -7't;"; again and feel t empted to start out I • \!._te .Political for the Ends of the Earth wh ich An- •• i J nefit 1!fitense :II Four Types of Scholarships Will 
' 
dl·ews talks of in his new book, t r y Be Offered; Selected College n u n r a m n some of these books wh ich I found in ! Sigma Tau Delta i Groups to Be Invited. 
For twelve weeks, four black-hooded the Browsing Corner. +·-·-··-··-~~-··-••-n-••-••-••-.. - ·.f. 
white rats in one side of a cage labeled By Roy fVifson There are three books which sug- A new crop of pseudonyms has The National Institute of Public Af-
"White Corn Rats" and four . dupli- gest a different type of local color . sprung up-or rather, the pseudonym fairs has announced that the two 
cates on the other side labeled "Yel- Before turn'ing our concern to the Lawrence's Mornings in Mexico should h months 'internship fo.,. the tra1·n1·n~ of craze as taken on new life, and I. V. ... v 
low Corn Rats" have been the object present political events, it behooves us make you forget eight o'clocks, and c. and "Edgar Allen Poe" are ready to students in actual government w~rk 
of much attention down at the Prac- to pay a fina.l tribute to the year 1934. Pekin Dust by La Motte is a decided take their places in the hall of fame tentatively planned for opening i~ 
tical Arts building. In order to mus- There are some who will remember contrast to the recent sunless days of with "McGill Will'iams" and "Sherrill February, will be postponed until fur-
trate experimental and scientific it as the year in which the unhappy J Charleston. But 'if you want a truly s tarr." If this continues, we're going ther notice. Revising its plans to in-
method to his ninth grade hygiene Mr. Hoover emerged from hiding, rub- novel existence to thin k about read t o forget ourselves and sign this crease the length of the internsh ip 
class, Mr. Cavins has been conducting lished his "Challenge to Liberty," and The Grass Roof by K ang, which deals column, training, the Institute is now inaug-
a diet experiment with this litter of then, come November 6, hi-tailed it with his life in the poetically heau:i- Pink Violets. urat'ing internships into practical op-
"college bred" rats, whose parents hail over the horizon With Bolivar. But we ful southern Korean Valley. erations of government reqmrmg 
from Iowa State University. The black choose to remember it for other rea- Flanagan's book Shifting Scenes will P . s . we are absolutely sure no one training periods of three months and 
headed fellows are very amiable and sons, topmost among which is the let you look in on still another world, ever used that name before but "Ed- and longer. 
"hardly ever bite," according to Mr. man ~ho sent crest-fallen Mr. :::-Ioover that which is found backstage. Speak- gar Allen Poe" does sound a bit fa- Institute Is Non-partisan 
Cavins. scurrymg for the smnnolent Palo Alto I ing of sh'ifting scenes reminds me. If miliar, doesn't it? The National Institute of Public Af-
A more specific objective of the ex- country. We refer to Franklin Delano you don't like Mornings in Mexieo trv fairs is a non-partisan, non-profit, 
periment has been to compare the Roosevelt. I The Ozarks by Randolph. If yo~ --- and non-political organization work-All manuscript for the anthology 
feeding values of white and yellow should read Kendon's The Small Years must be handed to Mrs. Kedley or put ing in cooperation with the govern-
corn. The results, as tabulated last Each January the news-magazine you might not think college life ~o into the Writer's club box at once. ment in a training and study program. 
Friday, show a pronounced gain of Time takes inventory of the preced- painful after all. Evidently Benson Its aim is to bring graduates and a 
weight in favor of the yellow corn ing year's bigwigs and chooses one as doesn't think it drab for he makes I Th t ~ . few undergraduates in contact with 
rats. All they could eat of a mixture the Man of the Year. As you may college life at Cambridge very inter- D 1 e z:ex mee mg _of Sigma Tau the reality of polit'ics and government. 
of 85% white corn meal with 15% have surmised their 1934 selection is I esting in wr'iting about his father in I .eta_ WI~~ be heldt· this Thursday eve- Men and women are equally eligible 
tankage to supply protein was given Franklin Roosevelt. If there were any the biography called As We Wert>. Any mng 111 e recep wn room. for the training. There are three 
to one group, and yellow corn meal doubts in the editor's minds as to way be glad that this isn't one of classes of scholarships being offered 
with tankage in the same proportion whom to choose up to as late as Nov- those Brown Decades which Mumford --Art-i-factS- -· graduate students who wish to work 
was given to the other group. All ember, U. S. voters removed them. writes about in his story of the arts in --- on these. They are: Partial Scholar-
other factors were scrupulously kept Marking the first time for any chief America. This week Helen Purl contributes to ships, the winners of which will pay a 
the same. executive since the Civil War, Presi- our column: C. J . Bulliet, author of reduced training fee of $10 a month 
For a period of four weeks gains dent Roosevelt not only had his man- P oetry Scrapbook Apples and Madonnas makes a start- for the Institution's study program; 
were about even, a fact which Mr. date from the people renewed in an ling and sweeping statement when he Full Scholarships, the winners of which 
Cavins accounted for by saying that off-year election-he had it enlarg·ed. --- I says, "An apple by Paul Cezanne is of will receive the training without C:)St; 
enough of whatever element was lack- 1 Some political observers say Roose- Madonna of the Evening Flowers. more consequence artistically than the and a small number of Special Schol-
ing in the white corn remained in the velt has bewitched the U. s. ~eople · · · · I see you, head of a Madonna by Raphael." This arships, the winners of which will re-
bodies of the rats to keep them in with h'is cheerful smile and .heart.y ,, Standing under a sp'ire of pale blue is a good start on an argument, pro- ceive the training without charge u:i1d 
good condition. However, after the frankness of manner. Any appraisal . larkspur, viding you know something about will also be furnished transportation 
fourth week and up to the ninth, the of his 1934 record will show that this With a basket ~f ros~s on your arm. Cezanne and Raphael. If you are riot to and from Washington and an al-
yellow corn rats consistently gained view is not without ground, for many You are coo~, like Silver, acquainted with the name Cezanne, lowance for board and room dur"ing 
on the others. Two of the white corn of his executive undertakings are still And_ you smile. refer to next week's column, and you the training period. 
rats actually lost weight and all had unfinished, and concrete accomplish- I th~nk t_he Canterbury bells are play- will have finished another step toward Co-operates with Individual Colleges 
rough coats and sore eyes. They ments are not abundant. To prove mg little tunes. a complete education. (And, incident- In addition to its regular internship 
gnawed their cage in search of some- this, we pigeon-hole the prime events ally, you will find that one doesn't training activities and its individual 
thing to satisfy "that hidden hunger." of 1934 'in the foUowing paragraphs: But I look at you, heart of silver, have to be a horticulturist to do things arrangements for students working on 
Finally, in the ninth week, one died. Finance: Roosevelt's budget called White heart-flame of polished silver, with apples.) theses and r eports, the Nat'ional Jnsti-
Then, out of pity, the class asked that f t , d "t f Burning beneath the blue steeples of tution is cooperating with individual 
or a wo-year s expen 1 ure 0 ne3.rly the larkspur, "Off hand you might say that the colleges who wish to bring selected 
the white corn rats be fed something $17,000,000,000 and a two-year deficit And I long to kneel instantly at your American Indian was the last source groups of their own students to wa~h­
to put them back in shape. So Mr. of $9,000,000,000. By last month the feet, to which modern decoration might ington for one or two weeks during a 
Cavins began adding butter to their public debt had been upped from $23,- While all about us peal the loud, sweet look for motifs. That is because our vacation, examination or reading pe-
ration of meal and tankage. Immedi- 800,000,000 to $28,300,000,000. These Te Deums of the Canterbury bells. minds are still obsessed by the cigar riod for a study of the practical op-
atel they began to pick up, and by soaring figures did not, however, di- It has been said that Amy Lowell store figure and vacationing presidents erat'ions of government. 
the end ofhtwo weeks the three hre-d minish confidence, for the Treasury has done more to fu ...... hei· the 1.nter- tucked away in eagle feathers. "So be- ...._ __________ ..;... ___ -. 
m. ai·ni·ng w 1~e vv ... u ravs alone a t 11 f d ·t L" 1·-actuau.r gained more than all four ac ua Y oun I easier to float new ests of the "new" poets than a!ly ~ins an interesting an amusing article I F d H 
4 loans than the year before. other one person. In Tenden·••'es In I m the J_anuary, 1935 issue of Arts and arm an Orne of the others-96. grams as compared M v 
oney: Forty-one cents was ·.vhi.t- Modern American Poetry she defined 1 Decorations. Market 
with 94·1. tled off the gold value of the dollar, vers libre as "verse based upon ca-Although this experiment did not ll 
fi a gold was called in, all silver bul- dence rather than exact meter," and It's a good thing- Mr. Cook spoke in Prove what speci c elements white 1- •· th u 8 h 1 1 t Ion m e . . was nationalized a.nd analyzed the writings of the earli·er c ape as Thursday, because the Art 
corn lacks, Mr. Cavins says that what th Tr 1 b h e easury started buying 1,300.000,- moderns, such as Edwin Arlington c _u ad its picture taken that eve-
farmers call "lack of strength" in 000 f T ounces o silver. Only a slight rise Robinson, carl Sandburg, and Robert mng. here'~ ~ possibilit~ that it will I 
white corn is a lack of vitamin A, in in prices resulted and President Roose- Frost. 'be more reahstlC than artistic. 
which butter is rich. lt f d th 
Evelyn Hallowell Is 
To Represent Seniors 
ve . con e~se at his gold policy was In her own verse she achieves a --- . . 1 
a d1s~ppomtmen~. delicate, dreamy beauty. She paints Do, you know the r;;eam~,g of this ~gr1culture: Aided by AAA, farm I pictures vividly, often by a startling wee~ s new word - value ? (Now 
pnces ascended back 45 per cent of use of figures. The garden is her don t be mercenary and think of dol-
Open Each Saturday from 
9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, fresh pork, but-
ter, eggs, cottage cheese, home-
made cakes, pies, cookies, bread 
and rolls. 
Yz Block South of Square on 
Seventh Street 
their way from Depression levels to favorite theme. Everyone is familiar lars . and cents!) Value, applied to 
1929 highs. Farm 'income was thus with "Lilacs" and "Patterns" both f art, ~s the amount of light and dark in Fill Your Radiator with 
Evelyn Hallowell was elected to repre- increased a billion dollars over u133. which are written in a "patte~n ::tyleo" a t~ung. The term "chiaroscuro" (Mr. 
sent the Senior class in the planning But the drouth played no minor role In addition to her interest in mod- Gumagh can tell you this one) is a 1 
of a balanced social program at a in this. ern poetry. she translated many ooems Gr~ek word meaning black and white, ALCOHOL 
meeting of that class last Tuesday. Employment: Nearly one and one- from the Chinese. Although ·.>h~ was so 1s re~ated to value. There are some 
Miss Hallowell objected on the half billion dollars were spent to r-=- never in China her translations -show good ~lCtures illustrating the use of 
grounds that she was already repre- lieve the unemployed. But in Decem- an understandi~g of the Chinese mind valu~ m, the _book, "How to Make 
Before it Freezes 
senting two organizations but the vot- ber the American Federation of La- · Etchmgs which has been placed on 
ing body had r eturned to the serious bor reported 400,000 more people out Patronize the News advertisers. the Art reserve shelf in the general 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
task at hand, the reading of the News, of work than the year before. library. 
~d~u~dto~ow~yfurth~~ter- L~M: OM ~bmBoudwu dis- j ================= r-------------------~~------------~ 
est in the matter. Miss Hallowell then mantled and a new one set up in ing 23 times during the year. Inci-
requested instructions. A senior picnic Roosevelt's efforts to maintain peace dentally, this was only five broadcasts 
and a senior ball were decided upon in thls field. But strikes in t.he first less than Mrs. Roooevelt made. 
without discussion or vote. nine months of 1934 cost more than 
Herbert VanDeventer, president of twice as many man-days loss as in 
the class, presented the available in- the same period of 1933. 
A n ew Broadway play, "Fools Rush 
In," takes a gentle prod at the sage 
of Palo Alto. Meeting at a Girl Scout 
convention, Mrs. Hoover and Mrs. 
Roosevelt converse as follows: 
formation concerning class jewelry. International: A new treaty was 
The Soap Box 
(Continued from Page 4) 
zard will explain this in his next 
chapel talk. The freshmen will ap-
preciate any information on the sub-
concluded with Cuba, which wiped out 
the Platt Amendment and improved 
all Latin American relations generally. 
Congress delegated reciprocal tariff 
bargaining powers to Roosevelt, but up 
to late December only one agre~ment 
(with Cuba) had been concluded. 
Industry: A ton'ic for heavy indus. 
Mrs. Hoover: "I believe Herbert met 
your husband in Washington, but he 
didn't quite catch the name." 
Mrs. Roosevelt: "He never quite 
caught on to anything, did he, dear?" 
- A Freshman. try was launched in the form of the 
National Housing Administration 
ject. 
Little Faces Want Looking After? 
Dear Editor: 
Will you run an ad in the News ask-
ing for donations of mirrors for the 
girl's locker room? There is only one 
mirror there and at certain times in 
the day it is dangerous to attempt to 
view oneself in it. No one wishes the 
total number of students diminished by 
a casualty here and yet makeup must 
be put on straight. Therefore mirrors 
should be forthcoming for the asking. 
- Narcissus. 
We suspect you are only exhibiting 
natural feminine vanity. Beware! The 
Editors. 
VALENTINES 
Send her flowers this Valentine Day, 
::bruary 14. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 
which encouraged householders to 
spend $100,000,000 on home renova-
tion. But the Federal Reserve's lat-
est index of industrial production 
stood at 74 per cent, practically tne 
1933 level. 
President Roosevelt set a new record 
for chief executive radio talks, speak- 1 
Fletcher 's Grocery 
EVERYTHING GOOD 
T O EAT 
Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 
~---------------------· 
CALL 404 
C harleston Cleaners & Dyers 
R. W. WESTENBARGER 
High Grade Cleaning at the Same Price. 
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring 
610 Sixth St. Chat:lestoir,' Ill. 
LUNCH A ND FO UNTAIN SERVICE 
LITTLE CAMPUS CAFE 
Phone 1020 
MEN'S SNAPPY ALL WOOL 
SWEA·TERS 
M·en's Fancy 
Hose 
29c pair 
they're Knock-out values at-
98 
Solid color close knit Sweaters with self 
woven Jacquard figures ... Also novelty 
knit sweaters with pockets and contrasting 
collars and trims! 
Men's New 
Ties 
55c 
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LOCALS DEFEAT JONESBORO BY RECORD 105-27 SCORE 
Indiana State Five Swamps Panthers +-A.NTHER"G'R'AM+ Ballard and Holmes Lead W ild Scoring 
At Terre Haute by Score of 52 to 34 P - BySIRLANTZELOT- S Orgy at Expense of Arkansas Quintet 
I 
Indiana Sta te Whips Loca ls for I 
Second Time; Big J im Miklo-
zek Prov es Decidin g F a ct or. 
Out of Sight! 
0 
+-0~:-;:::;:;-;, •• -:.~~ ~n ·~o "m:.. Scores 32 points I Fans Set Scoring Pace with Ap. 
utes-an average of two and one-half peals for '' 100 Points; '' Every 
Dear Fans, 
Instruments which recorded EI's 
scoring altitude mark vs. Jones-
boro Saturday night have been 
sealed and sent to the United 
States Aeronautical Society for 
final examination. We feel confi-
dent a new record has been estab-
The New Year brought with it no new 
charm against Indiana State's basket-
ball crew: consequently, the Panthers 
lost their return game with the Tan
1 Sycamores at Terre Haute Tuesday 
Evening by a 52 to 34 score. The lo-
cals were no match for the powerful lished. We are not sure, however' 
Marks quint, which rambled into a big that our 'instruments will exactly 
lead and then rumbled to victory. check. Jack Austin, for instance, 
Lanky John Miklozek, State center reports he reached an altitude of 
who thrusts himself some 6 feet 6 10 points; we had recorded only 
inches from the ground up, was the nine but will gladly concede him 
particular thorn in EI's side. He tal- eleven. There is some slight rum-
lied 18 points and made it possible for or abroad that a number of Jones-
Indiana to control the ball during the boro players had "at least" four 
time he played. Jim carr, flashy personals. We will concede them 
guard, was almost as obnoxious, his 13 five. In point of fact, we are 
points taking second honors of the afraid our "altimeter" was sadly 
evening. Two freshman players on off form, having never before ~~x-
EI's team came in for a large share of plored those high reaches. Forgive 
the scanty Panther praise. Bob Holmes 'it. 
at forward collected 10 points while Yours still-plumb-dizzy, 
Harold Boggs at guard scored four and The Keeper of the Score. 
played a creditable floor game. Howard 1• 
Ballard, still in a slump which struck p h M T 
him with the New Year's beginning, I ant ers eet wo 
came through with eight mar~ers. . J Conference Quints 
The Sycamores wasted no time m __ _ 
demonstrating their superiority. Be- ~ . 
fore the first haff was two thirds gone, The Panthers make a two-day tnp 
the Hoosiers had run up a 17 to 4 lead. this week-end to meet McKendree and 
That was a signal for Coach Wally I Shurtleff-both Little Nineteen mem-
Marks to run in his reserves, who were bers. It will mark the first week that 
somewhat checked. E. I. trailed at only conference games are carded. 
half time by a 27 to 10 margin. The 
locals whipped up with the opening of 
the second period and narrowed the 
margin to a 30 to 18 standing. But 
back came the State regulars and the 
score relates the rest of the story. 
Sycamores (52) FG. FT. PF. 
Eastabrook, f. .. ...................... 2 0 1 
Herndon, f. .. ............................ 1 0 1 
Watson, f. .. .............................. 3 0 0 
Ladson, f. .. .............................. 0 0 0 
Henderson, f ........................... 0 0 1 
Miklozek, c. .. .......................... 6 6 3 
St. Clair, c. .. ............................ 0 0 1 
Burton, g. .. .............................. 1 0 3 
Wey, g. .. ................................ 1 0 0 
Carr, g ..................................... 6 1 1 
Hoffman, g. .. .......................... 0 1 0 
Albright, g. .. ............................ 2 0 0 
McKendree and Shurtleff have in 
the past been easy prey for the locals 
and have usually obliged by providing 
the balance of EI's Little 19 victories. 
Last year the locals played four games 
with these two teams and won the pre-
cise number. McKendree will be a 
more worthy foe this season, however, 
since a veteran team is on hand. The 
same may be said for The Pioneers of 
Shurtleff. 
In spite of the veterans playing for 
both McKendree and Shurtleff, their 
records have been unimpressive. 
Shurtleff has failed to win a &ingle 
game in five starts. McKendr0e's 
starting l'ine-up ma.y be expected to 
read thusly: Stroh and Wilborn, for-
wards; Bise, center; Wilson and Scott, 
Totals .................................. 22 8 11 guards . . 
Panthers (34) FG. Fr. PF. 
Ballard, f ................................. 3 2 2 
Holmes, f. .. .............................. 4 2 3 
Brown, f. .. ................................ 0 0 0 
Shaw, c ..................................... 1 0 1 
Honefinger, c. .. ...................... 1 1 1 
Boggs, g. .. ................................ 1 2 1 
Dettro, g ................................... 3 1 3 
Austin, g. .. ................................ 0 0 1 
Haggerty, g. .. .......................... 0 0 0 
Totals .................................. 13 3 12 
Referee-Baugh; umpire-Alwood. 
FIND JONES' ARM 
I S NOT FRACTURED 
Upon examination, doctors have 
found that instead of a fractured arm, 
"Joker" Jones is suffering from pulled 
muscles- an injury almost as serious. 
Jones was injured in the Macomb 
game ten days ago when during a 
scrimmage for the ball he was thrown 
to the floor in such a manner as to 
injure his left arm. 
Jones is definitely out for a long 
period- probably the remainder of the 
current season. He is a graduate of 
Vandalia and was just establishing 
himself as a regular guard on the 
Panther quint when he suffered the 
injury. 
SPARKS MEETS EI 
FIVE HERE TONIGHT 
Sparks Business College, once pos-
sessor of the greatest independent 
team in the mid-west, will play here 
tonight vs. the Panthers. Sparks has 
not played basketball for two seasons 
EI will be gunning for its first con-
ference victory, although it will be 
only their second attempt in the Lit-
tle 19. Games thus far have been 
played against Indiana quints, Jones-
boro and Cape Girardeau. Macomb 
has been the lone conference foe and 
the opening venture was nothing to 
corthle about. 
Former EI Athlete 
Submits to ·Operation 
Leo Shoot, who attended F.I in 
1931-32-33, submitted to the amputa-
tion of his left leg above the knee la~t 
week at the Olney hospital. The <1m-
putation was necessary after gan-
grene had set in as the result of opera-
tions to correct injuries suffered in 
athletics in high school, college, and 
scrimmage with children whom he 
teaches in a Cumberland county rural 
school. 
Shoot first injured his leg while 
playing basketball in high school, suf-
fered a recurrence of it as pole vault-
er on the college team and then so 
injured the leg playing football with 
boys in his school this fall that 'it was 
necessary that an operation b e per-
formed. Shoo·t was returned to his 
home Monday and is reported to be 
resting well. 
Werden Grocery 
Groceries, Lw1ch Meats, Fresh 
Fruits & Vegetables 
Wilbia J ester, EI's center last year, is ••••u 
and is just now resuming the sport. ~ 
South Side 
Square 
points per minut&-that, we would say Man Gets into Scoring Column. 
without consulting the records, sets a 
record for scoring by an EI team. When 
one considers 50 points for one team 
a high score, what term should be ap-
plied when one team scores one 
hundred-five points? Ordinarily 12 
points by one player would place him I 
as high or second high po,int man. In 
Saturday's game 12 points took only 
third honors and was closely contested 
even then. High point man had over 
30 point~. The rema~nder of the 
points were rather evenly divided 
among the rest of the varsity squad. 
Nine players entered the game arid 
each one of the nine scored at least 
one basket. The average per man was 
11 and two-thirds points. This is what 
baseball players would call boosting 
the average. 
The lights of EI's old gym blinked 
with amazement Saturday night. The 
eyes of 500 fans under those blinking 
lights glazed and cried, "Blood! We want 
blood!" And blood they got-As much 
as ever flowed in the Arena of old 
Rome. For the Panthers were about 
the excrutiatingly delightful business 
of whipping Jonesboro Baptist College 
o.f Jonesboro, Ark., by a 105 to 27 score. 
Never before in EI history has a team 
1 submitted to such a thrashing, 
weathered such a brutal scoring at-
tack as that dealt by the Panthers. 
Ballard, Holmes Look Best 
For individual praise, we submit the 
names of Howard Ballard who scored 
16 baskets for a new scoring record in 
recent history; Bob Holmes who tallied 
Such a high score is attributable to 23 points, although he played 16 min-
several factors. Howard Ballard's share in the Jones- utes less time than did Ballard; and 
boro loot was 16 baskets. d (1) The EI varsity is essentially a six other men who scored and playe 
high scoring team. Any game which flawless basketball in all other re-
El plays whether they win or lose is J. T L . w· spects. At that, it can not be said of 
likely to be a high scoring affair, es- 1m ams, air In the game that victory was the chief 
pecially if played on a small floor. Intramural Contests attraction. No, the real climax came 
(2) Jonesboro was not a strong I when EI scored its one-hundredth 
team. Both Carbondale and Illinois , . . . point with less than two minutes to 
College had beaten them over 50 rhe . Jim. Ja!Jols and Panther Lair play. Just before that time, when the 
points. The B team would probably were VlCtonous m two games each, and score was 99 to 27 fans had their 
have had little trouble with them. the Math Club, Top Notchers, Little thumbs thrust dow~ in what is known 
(3) Jonesboro was tired after their Egyptians, and Bethonians took one as a gesture of extreme disapproval. 
game against the strong Illinois Col- apiece in Saturday's 'intramun,Js. In short, the assemblage was clamor-
lege t eam on Friday night. They did The following is a list of winners, ing for the "kill" o·r 100 points. Mr. 
not carry sufficient reserves. the scores, and high point men: Howard Ballard, always obliging, lent 
(~) ~ft~r a team gets hopelessly I Boyd and Hardy got hot for the the touch fans de.manded; he non-
behmd 1t lS apt to let-down and take Jim Jams, scoring 22 points between chalantly scored pomts 100 and 101. 
futile chances at scoring which result them, in the Jim Tams' win over Here But just to show that every gesture 
only in a weakening of the defense. Tis. The Lair nosed out the Deuces deserves emphasis, Ballard scored two 
(5) The varsity after getting a with a 16 to 13 score. Jones of the more field goals. 
comfortable margin for victory did not La'ir again scored heavily. The Math EI Holds 43-12 Half Lead 
let down. The enthusiasm of the Club took a dwindling Hood team, 14 EI held a 43 to 12 half lead, that be-
crowd for more points kept the team to 10. The Top Notchers continued on ing achieved with the use of the first 
on edge. the war path, scalping the Tigers with and second string. Ballard was the only 
JOKER JONES, who was just hitting 
his stride when forced out of action be-
cause of an arm injury, still must 
carry the injured member in a sling 
..... DETTRO and HAGGERTY went 
home Friday evening to see their re-
spective high school teams play im-
portant contests . . . : The "B" squad, 
judging from the weight factor, would 
make a good football team. WEEKLEY 
and RANKIN each tip the scales at 
well over 200 while URBANSEK, Mc-
CLAIN, BUCK, COLE, LINDER, 
MAHON, and WATTS average nearly 
180 .... The best thing about the "B" 
team's victory over Normal is that 
there is no team on the schedule over 
whom victory is more desired ... PIM 
GOFF, former State Normal athlete, 
officiated in the "B" t eam game at 
Normal Saturday. PIM is in great de-
mand around Bloomington as an in-
dependent ball player. He is now play-
a 35 to 14 score. L. Wright missed but man to play the entire game and this 
one of his eight free throws to total factor accounts in a measure for the 
seven points. Haverstock and Davis 16 baskets h e garnered. The cry from 
got eight apiece. Each team scored the galleries for a higher score began 
ten points in the last half. The Little just after the second half opened and 
Egypt'ians beat the Shooting Stars J 6 grew in volume as the Panthers climb-
to 10. With Lancaster keeping up his ed the ladder of baskets and free 
net work, the Bethonians defeated the throws. "Now make it 60"-"Let's have 
Phi Sigs 27 to 5. The Panther Lair 80"-Get 100!"-that portrays the fan's 
walloped Here Tis 21 to 9, continuing demands for blood. Even at the end, 
their winning streak. Jones with 13 when EI had its "100," a knot of fans 
and Duey with six points led the win- added this echoing touch, "Now let's 
ning team. The Jim Tams whipped 
the Caesar's Cohorts 30 to 22. Hershel 
Cole manufactured seventeen points 
while his teammate Lanman totaled 
11. 
If you are a stranger here, the most 
orofitable tip we can give you is to 
trade at the stores using our columns 
for advertisments. 
(Continued on Page 10) 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
20 years' experience guarantees 
satisfaction in shoe repairing. 
ing on three teams of the Bloomington Drugs with a reputation- Walgreen 
district ... NORMAL, by letting down I System Drug Store- North side square. 
nets, can divide the gym floor into 
~ 
WIDOOUIN.M 
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just oil the 
southeast comer square 
three courts for intramural games. 
Any of these courts is as large as EI's 
floor . . . . Such an arrangement as I 
this would certainly end JOHN 
RITCHIE'S worries as to how he can 
run off a complete intramural 1 
schedule. \ 
Only the Best 
Wholesome 
Milk and Cream 
0 
Our products are handled in 
the Most Modern, Sanitary 
way, according to the H ealth 
Department Specifications. 
0 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
At Your Grocer's or Phone 7 
SALE MEN'S 
OXFO 
$2.95 to $5.00 Values 
$2.45 
These are broken lots and sizes 
in black and a few browns. 
Smart. styles and sturdy, long 
wearing shoes. All have choice 
oak bend leather soles. welt 
sewed. You'll find calfskins, 
suedes, rough leathers arid kid-
skins. 
Sizes 6 to 11 
DS 
$5.00 to $7.00 Values 
$3.88 
JAMES & MURRAY 
CLOTIDERS reported to be on the Sparks five. Rolla Rand, another former star here, I 
.... --
may enroll soon. ~------------------------------• ~--------------------------------~ 
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Three Former El Athletic Stars Set r-.. - ··-··-u-.. -··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
Coaching Pace in Local High Schools L1~t:.a~~r-a~-S~a~~i~gj Conference-Leading Fidelis Suffers First Loss at Hands. of Top Notchers 
Alvin Von Behren, J ake Vole, 
and Ernie Pricco Stand Out as 
EI League Mentors This Year. 
Three coaches, graduates of Eastern 
State and recent athletic stars, are 
dominating the basketball picture in 
the Eastern Illinois League-a high 
school cage conference composed of 21 
teams in this section and considered 
one of the very best in the entire 
state. 
The triumvirate of EI grads are, 
namely, Alvin VonBehren of Westfield, 
Jake Vole of Greenup, and Ernie 
Pricco of our 
own TC high 
scho ol. Von 
Behren has one 
of the real 
comers in the 
Leag ue, his 
team standing 
high in the in-
fa n t percent-
ages. A gradu-
ate with the 
class of 1933, 
Von took his 
freshman train-
Von Behren 
----------------------- 1 Standings in the intramural league 
are as follows. The Lair team, which 
garnered four victories last week has 
·Normal Five 22-20 staged a great comeback, while the 
"B" Team Defeats 
J 
H oods, who have been near the top, 
EI's "B" team kept its slate clean sank to eighth place. 
The conference - leading Fidelis 
tumbled Wednesday when a hard-
fighting Top Notcher team went on a 
spree and won 20 to 13. Circus shots, 
close guarding, and clean, fast play 
for the current season with a 22 to !' T~a~ Won Lost Pet. 
20 victory over the State Normal re- Fldells ...... .... .. .. .... .............. 7 1 .875 made it one of the most exciting 
serves at Normal Satunlay afternoon. ! B:thonians .............. .......... 6 1 .857 games of the intramurals round robin. 
Trailing 12 to 3 at half time, the lo- 1 Little Egyptians .............. 5 2 .714 Though they played the smoother 
cals rallied behind the shooting of 1 T op Notchers .. ........ ..... .. . 5 2 .714 game, the Fidelis team lacked their 
Lee W atts, freshman star, to take a I Gilbert Boys .................... ':i 2 .667 usual scoring punch. Apparently they 
short lead late in the game which ) Math Club ...... .. .............. 4 2 .667 could not believe t he score was against 
outlasted Normal's thrusts. 1 Lions ................................ 4 2 .667 them; they staged no comeback at 
The Wyeth-coached five was slug- Lair ........................ .. ........ 5 4 ·555 any . point in the game, while the in-
gish and over-cautious in the first Hoods, ........................... ...... 3 3 .500 spired Top Notchers fought and hit 
half. Nq field goals were scored I Here Tls ........ .. .................. 3 4 ·428 baskets. Carruthers' short shots did 
during that period. In the second Deuces, ................................ 3 4 ·428 not click, and Evers looked good only 
half the locals employed a faster \ c.aesar s Cohorts ............ 2 5 ·285 I when h e netted a long one from cen-
break and with four minutes to go I Jlm ~ams ................ .... ...... 2 5 ·285 ter. 0nly five fouls were called. L. 
were within four points of Normal. Sh~ot~g Stars ................ 1 5 ·166 Wright of the Top Notchers registered 
Watts then sank three baskets and P~n Slgs ...... ... ................. 1 6 ·140 eight points, N. Wright six, Haver-
Burg~ss ~ne to decide the issue. The \ Tigers ............................ .... 0 7 ·000 stock two, and Lewis, who flipped in 
startmg llne-up for EI consisted of \ a one-handed shot from around cen-
Burgess, and Mahon, guards; Weekley, W.AA Scoreboard ter, two. Brookhart played a plung-
center; and Linder and Watts, for - I ing, effective floor game. Evers, Car-
wards. Malason and Henderson also ruthers and Haddock were so closely 
saw service. Flash! Mr. Angus was quite over-
come by the enthusiasm exhibited by 
Four of the "B" team squad were 
forced to hitch-hike twelve miles to the vast crowd at the WAA meeting. 
get to the game in time for the start- Note ... We were too! 
ing whistle. Their car had broken 
down enroute. 
ing as a coach at Westfield last sea-
son. His success was not overly pro- Bethonians Turn in 
phetic. His material was green and 
none too abundant. After losing his Intramural Victory 
The moral of the lesson was, "The 
customer is not always right." W e 
still contend that some referees are 
blind, in one eye! 
first four starts, von was perceptibly ___ We ?ave repented h~wever and are 
discouraged. His nerves were over- Wit h Lancaster the outstanding · drownmg our so-rrows m tap dancing. 
th B th · d f t We can't remember it with forty pea-fraught from worry and he did not scorer, e e omans e ea ed the 
hesitate to show it. They tell how Jim Tams Thursday night 23 to 14. At ple, more or less, stamping around. 
Von rushed onto the floor and stopped I half time the score was close, but with 
one game because the refereein g irked Lancaster's 10 points in the second There are at least three interested 
him. Officials and coaches reported 1 half the Bethonians drew ahead to a fencers. We're still figuring out how 
he was the most excitable mentor in safe distance. you can spell fencing so that it begins 
the le~ue. And then suddenly there The Lions took a decisive win, beat- with an A. 
was a transformation. He acquired ing the Caesar's Cohorts 23 to 12. 
the mien of a veteran. He wore an Strader, Seckler and Walters scored for 
iron mask. His team started winning. the winning team, while Carlock led 
We suspect that Von has started look- the opposition in the scorebook. 
ing ahead to 1934-35 instead of we-ar- The Panther Lair team smothered 
ing himself out on his first year's rna- the Phi Sigs 31 to 3. For a time it 
terial. Alvin has realized dividends. looked as if it would be a shutout; at 
He has an up and coming team-and the middle of the third quarter the 
he is the complacent Von of old. score read 21 to 0, but Glen Cooper 
In the same sector of League war- netted a foul throw and a field goal to 
The Ping Pong Tournament will soon 
begin. (There must be four people 
signed up) We beg of you to remember 
the frail condition of the table, how-
ever. 
We still have some badminton rac-
quets, but there are still some intra-
mural games. So what? 
THURSDAY ONLY-
Elissa 
LANDI 
guarded that they scored for Fidelis 
only at widely spaced intervals. 
An up and coming Lair team de-
feated the Hoods 20 to 16. Duey led 
the scoring with seven points; R. 
Jones got six. E. and D. Jones scored 
most of the Hood's points. 
News ads will tell you what Charles-
ton merchants have to offer. Watch 
them and trade with our advertisers. 
There were 61 students in the E. I. 
graduating class in 1912. 
in 
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
Ha-ve Your Shoes Rebuilt 
and Save Money 
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK! 
First Door West of Square on 
Jackson 
PHONE 74 
BARGAIN DAY 
Cary 
GRANT 
fare, another EI grad is setting a sen-
1
PUt his team on the scoreboard. News ads will tell you what Charles-
sational mark in his first year of I d• -- ton merchants have to offer. Watch 
coaching. He n lana State Holds them and trade with our 'advertisers. ~'Enter Madame'' 
Jake Vole 
is Jake Vole Ch 0 p 
'34, who star - arm ver anthers J 
red in foot-
ball and bas- Is Indiana State of Terre Haute a 
ketball here "jinx" team to the Panthers? The 
for four years. Sycamores have easily beaten EI 
Vole threw twice. Comparative scores would in- 1 
his mentoring dicate that they possess some weird 
hat into the charm. 
ring at Green-
up-a city of 
c o n s i s tently 
good cage 
teams. V o 1 c, 
Saturday night Indiana Central 
wh'ipped Indiana State 30 to 29. EI 
has beaten Central once this yE>ar. 
Friday night Indiana beat Ball Teach-
ers of Muncie 31-29 in three overtimes. 
Saturday night Macomb toyed with 
Ball State at Muncie, winning at will. 
Macomb defeated, but did not mut the 
Panthers two weeks ago. Verily, what 
strange power does Indiana Sta te ex-
ercise over the locals? 
too, took over a position which lacked 
buoyant prospects. Greenup lost most 
of its tried stars last year through 
graduation. Max Dettro, now playing 
for EI, was one of them. An equally 
capable brother was another. But 
Vole rounded up a small but lightning EI PUBLIC ADDRESS 
fast quint which has had little ac-
quaintance with defeat. Greenup is SYSTEM IS IMPROVED 
Valentine's Day 
brings us a time-old ctistom-the 
exchange of sentiment. 
Photographic Valentines, using 
your favorite pose, ar unique and 
distinctively unusual. See them on 
display. 
SANDERS STUDIO 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPEOIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
rated along with Charleston High as J . --- . I 
one of the three outstanding EI The effectlvenes~ of th~ pubhc ad- ·'-----------------• 
League teams. dre.ss system now ln use m the audi- ~-----------------• 
. . . tormm was greatly increased when 
Tinged w1th less .succe.ss lS the first- the controls were placed permanently 
year career of Erme Pncco. But close in the back of th A d' ' I 
. e room. ccor 1ng ~o 
observers of the ~arne Wlll hasten to authorities, the operator of the de-
tell Y?U ~h~- h1s -- ~_,.........-- vice formerly sat too near the speak-
matenal lS made- er, and his new position will enable 
quate; he has ~o him to better detect needed adj'lSt-
reserves and ~1s ments of the instrument to different I 
men lack the s1ze speakers. The controls are kent in 
necessary to bear the new desk immediately back of the 1 
Art Craft Studio 
What better way to return that 
unexpected Christmas gift 
than a photograph. 
Phone 598 
the brunt of a center section of seats. 1 
hard season's play. ------------------• 
Without reflecting 
upon the charac-
ter of TC athletes 
-for they are a 
game and sporting 
lot-it is only fair 
to say that Pricco 
has a thankless 
task at hand. He 
Ernie Pricco 
is doing admirably, in spite of the 
record books. Someone has dubbed 
him the "gamest coach" in the sec-
tion. We refrain from endorsing the 
statement because it sounds too much 
like sympathy. He does not need it; 
rather, he needs praise for the noble 
work he is doing against great odds. 
This is the first time, to our knowl-
edge, that so many EI graduates have 
coached in the EI League at the same 
time. It is doubly unusual in that 
they were all contemporaries and 
chums. 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special MEmus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U.S. GRANT 
Mattoo·n 
Telephone 2700 
Illinois 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY-
DOUBLE PROGRAM 
NO. 1 
JACKIE COOPER-THOMAS MEIGHAN 
in 
"Pecks Bad Boy" 
AND NO.2 
ROBERT YOUNG-BETTY FURNESS 
in 
'The Band Plays On' 
SUNDAY & MONDAY-
CLAUDETTE COLBERT 
in 
"The" Gilded Lily" 
COMING SOON! 
"Evelyn Prentice," "Forsaking All Others," 
"Bright Eyes," "David Copperfield," 
"Imitation of Life" 
AT THE REX THEATRE 
FRIDAY & SAT.-
.Ken MAYNARD 
in 
''BETWEEN 
FIGHTING MEN" 
SUNDAY & MON.-
Lew AYRES 
Pat PATERSON 
in 
"LOTTERY 
LOVER" 
!>age Ten -- , TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesday, January 15, 1935 
El Naturalist Believes 'Bird in Bush' j ,_ .. L.,_.,k,:-.. - .. F··-··-·-·-d-·j Mr. Cordier Speaks on 'Social Studies 
1 I .IT h. ,.,..,'h · E . . 1 T • j oo Ing orwar j ,.,.., h , J::9 111 • ,.,..,'h s, ,.,. art ler ~ ~ an plgramatlc v arlety +·_ .. _,_,._.,_.,_,._,._,._,_.,_,_,+ ~ eac ers at r arum lr~eetlng ~ ~ ursday 
One Dead Owl Is Material Re-
ward for Exploration of Bird 
Haunts; Hall Suffers. 
By Virginia Cottet Snider 
Birds in the hand are proverbially 
supposed to be worth ma.re than birds 
in the bush, but in my estimation the 
former cannot compare even remotely 
with the wild birds in a matter of 
aesthetic pleasure. Give me the wild 
birds. 
I had some of them on Saturday, the 
5th of Ja-nuary. It was a clear, clean 
day with a seductive south wind blow-
ing in puffs through my windows and 
scattering my papers in such a manner 
that I knew that this was not a day to 
Will Give Talk 
C. H. Coleman will speak Wednesday 
stay indoors and work. Then on with on "Commission Government." 
boots, battered old knickers, disgrace-
ful leather jacket with dust in the 
pockets from an acc.umulation of peb: Mr. Rothschild Is 
bles, snail shells, bird's nest fungi, 1 E 'S d' 
chocolates, flint chips, and other de- xpert on oun 
bris from a naturalist's collecting. I (Continued from Page 1) 
left the aristocratic confines of the 
Hall, albeit I was superciliously stared 
at as I departed, a bag of lunch and them at the meeting. 
a cooking kit under my arm, field This anecdote, said Mr. Rothschild, 
glasses over my shoulder, and a bird illustrates Seashore's ideal in life -
book bulging from my hip pocket. It of cultivating and never disc~:mraging 
was a glorious day. people's ideas. The "dean" liked noth-
In the ravine at the end of Fourth in,g better than for some young t-:_p-
street, I found snow still remaining on prentice to appear in the open door 
the protected places of the hills. The of his office with the exclamation, "I 
little meandering streams were frozen, have an idea." Rothschild said, "The 
for at 8:30 in the morning, the weather dean's words were always, 'Go to it'" 
was still wintery, but by noon it had Though probably Mr. Rothschild is 
become spring-like. By the time I permanently out of research in sound, 
reached the ravine, I had already seen he carries the resefU'cher's ideal over 
chickadees, a sparrow hawk, a yellow- into the field of education; he re-
bellied sapsucker, five downy wood- mains a disciple of Seashore, the lover 
peekers, three gorgeous cardinals, and of ideas. This famous and venerable 
a red-bellied woodpecker. I was ready sc'ientist's parting words to his friend 
for more. At the forking of the ra- · were, "You have been here four years 
vines I hesitated. Which way-and now, and have showed a great deal of 
my decision was suddenly made as a enterprise and ingenuity, as well as 
large barred owl flew up from his bed- discretion in reporting nothing tmLil 
tree and went in soundless flight you were satisfied of its accuracy. 
through the woods. Silent as he was, Your big problem is before you-the 
a gang of crows spied him. Crows al- problem of transferring your training 
, ways are on the look-out for a foolish, and exper'ience here into the practicaJ, 
befuddled owl to play with. With and radically different field of .:;chool 
shouts of glee, half a dozen crows went management." 
after the owl, while I, hampered by 
my lack of wings, pursued them all as I D b t A H t 
best I could. 
1 
e a ers re OS 
Up a ferny hill slippery with ice- To Q livet College 
<Continued from Page 1) 
vet's team, held that such a stronger 
organization on the part of labor 
would make a dangerous political set-
up which would work out to the eco-
nomic injw-y of · both capital and la-
bor and the public in general. 
TUESDAY 
Orchestra .............................. 10:45 A. M. 
j W~me~s Glee ~lub ................ 6:45 P. M. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon ................ 7:15 P. M. 
EI Vs. Sparks (Here) ........ 8:00 P. M. 
WEDNESDAY 
Boys Chorus ........................ 4:45 P . M. 
Science Club ............................ 7 :15 P. M. 
THURSDAY 
Orchestra .. ..... ........................... 7:00 P . M. 
. FRIDAY 
EI Vs. McKendree (There). 
Speaks in Chapel Speaker Says '' Uncle Sam Is Still 
Richest Man in World' ' ; Open 
Discussion Is Also Held. 
"In spite of the depression Uncl~ 
Sam is still the richest man in the 
world," remarked Mr. Cordier of the 
Training school in introducing his sub-
ject, "The Place of the Social Studies 
Teacher in Political and Social Re-
I 
form," to the Forum, Thursday eve-
ning. He assured the _group of the 
MONDAY j importance of the problem by stating, 
Band ............................................ 8:00 A. M. "We don't have all of the problems of 
Boys Chorus .............................. 4:45 P. Ivl. the future solved!" 
Kappa Delta Pi .................... 7:30 P .M., The first point of Mr. Cordier's sub-
ject concerned the concentration of 
R I PI T I wealth in the United States. He gave ura .ay ourney I Walter w. Conk is presenting talks a concise statement of wealth distribu-H ld H . M d on the placement of teachers. tion during the last decade as follows: 
e ere on ay i Out a.f 100 people 1 had $59; 1, $9; 22, 
EI Beats Jonesboro $1.22 ; and 76, $o.o7. Plays presented by groups from "We are playing the greatest poker 
Macon, Moultrie, and Edgar counties For Record, 105-27 game in history, using humans as 
rated highest in the sectional dra- chips," he pointed out while consider-
matic and music tryouts for the rural (Contin·-Ied from Page 8) ing the general subject of consumption. 
· play tournament held in the college He said further that one dollar is 
auditorium, Monday, January 7. These have 200!" That in itself tells what a spent to educate the public on "what 
plays were "Locked Windows," "Prize " jolly" time was "had by all." they want to buy" in comparison 
Money," and "Uncle Jimmy," respec- Notes on the game-Howard Ballard with seventy-seven cents for all other 
tively. seems to do better with one hand, 14 of forms of education. 
More than 200 plays were presented his fielders being one-handed shots . . Mr. Cordier also presented the prob-
over the state in the contest. The Again Ballard wins the prize with that lem, "How far should the teacher of 
three having the highest rating from basket which was scored when he shot social studies go in discussing social 
the entire state are to be given this the ball from between his legs, facing and political .problems?" His sugges-
Thursday at Champaign in conjunc- away from the goal ... Bob Holmes tions are that the teacher make a sur-
tion with Farm Home Week. Vance staged a "he who laughs last" act in vey of the major problems and con-
Hulbert '32, now teaching in Alta- the second half. In a scrimmage under trast the "isms" which offer solutions 
mont, was chairman of this section's the Jonesboro basket, Bob attempted to those problems. 
plays. a shot but it was knocked down by In the open discussion following Mr. · 
counties represented in the contest Caigall, Jonesboro center. Holmes Cordier's talk Mr. Seymour stated that 
and their numbers were: Macon thought he was to receive a foul and ' as a social studies teacher, "Your first 
ladies, men, and mixed quartettes, and walked to the free throw line. But it job is to preserve society and the 
the play "Locked Windows;" Shelby- was only a held ball and the fans state." He also pointed out that the 
ladies' quartette and two plays, "The ~aughed. Holmes calmly tip~ed the ball teacher has a better ~hance to disc~ss 
Lie That Jack Built" and "Elmer; " m and the fans cheered. wildly .... the pr?blems of creatmg. a new. social 
w b h 1 "K' R , Ed I Where were the guards m the game? order m the class room If he becomes a als d~?e P a;, Idng . owd; - Everyone seemed to be under the basket acquainted with the parents and con-gar- a Ies, mens, an IDIXe quar- . . . 'd t . t tt d th 1 "U 1 J' . , trymg to score . . . . Special mentiOn si er he same problems with them. e es ~n .e ~ ay, , nc e Imn:y' to Harold Boggs and Osmond Brown, The first Forum meeting of the New 
Moultne-ladies, mens, and mixed the former for his floor work the lat- Year was opened by President Wilbert 
quartettes, orchestra, and three plays, ter for his rebound·ng 'd th Cummins who introduced Cloyd 
"Pr' M " "El " d "T •"fles ··· I un er e ' Ize oney, mer an 11 ' baskets .... When Coach Lantz was Paskins to report on plans for futui·e 
Effingh'~~ - t?r~e p:ays, "Goos~ shown Ballard's total point score, he meetings on the general subject of so-
Money, Squarm It With the Boss, remarked "That reminds me of the cial studies. 
and "Seeing Things Right;" Law- days whe~ E'arl Anderson played here. 
rence-"Mix Well and Stir;" Coles- He used to ring up 19 and 20 baskets." 
male quartette. Line-ups and summaries: 
ART 34 CONTRIBUTES 
TO- FACULTY DINNER 
Fifteen Promotions 
A warded by Players 
Fifteen members of the players re-
ceived promotion at the "surprise" 
meeting held Thursday evening in the 
East music room. The surpr'ise fea-
ture turned out to be the game "ad-
verbs," of "Hay Fever" renown. Rob-
ert Shiley also talked informally 
about several of the fifteen plays be 
saw durin,g the holidays in New York. 
Club members promoted from jun-
ior to senior standing were: Mary 
Love, Walton Morris, Helen Purl, Dale 
Garner, Dane Bouslog, and Bercaw 
Panthers (105) FG FT PF 
Ballard, f ........................ ...... .. 16 0 3 
Holmes, f ..... ........................... 10 3 3 
Curry, f .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 3 0 0 
Dettro, c .................................. 3 3 1 
Brown, c .. .. .... .... .. .. ... .. ........... 1 2 1 
Boggs, g .... ............................ 2 2 3 
In the account of the Faculty Christ-
mas party in the last issue of the 
News the contribution of Art 34 was 
inadvertently omitted. They made all 
of the centerpieces. 
Tedrick, g ............................ .. 5 2 2 News ads will tell you what Charles-
Austin, g ................................ 4 1 0 ton merchants have to offer. Watch 
Haggerty, g .............................. 2 0 1 them and trade with our advertisers. 
Jo:::::ro ~~~·; ........................... ~: :; :; I 
Young, f ................................ 4 1 3 1 
Muse, f .................................... 2 2 3 
Caigall, c .... .. .. ................. .... ... 5 o 3 
Pickens, g .. .. .... ............ ...... .. .. 0 2 3 
TRY OUR 
· Light Lunches and Fountain 
Servic-e 
PHONE 270 
ledges; over a ridge and through a 
shingle oak thicket wherein my cap 
was snatched from my head and a 
malicious twig snapped me across the 
eyes. I scrambled on after the owl and 
his tormentors. They had stopped in 
the next ravine and seemed content to 
stay awhile. At the top of the ravine 
I halted, for with a faint clinking 
sound, some sparrow -sized birds had 
flown into a tall green-white sycamore. 
Purple finches-gorge(}US, rosy-purple 
males against the white tree bark, the 
brown females inconspicuous near by. 
Then I went on, while a persistent 
titmouse whistled and kept up a long 
conversation with me all the way down 
the steep hill and across the valley. 
The owl was still there. The crows were 
still there. They were nearly hoarse 
with the fluency of their abuse of owls 
in general and of this one in particu-
lar. 
For the women's debate the questlon 
was: "Resolved, that the general wEl-
fare of the people of the United Stat;es 
is best promoted by Democratic col-
lectivism." In this issue was drawn 
between the principle of collectivism 
and ru,gged individualism. Olivet's 
affirmat'ive te!Ull pointed out abuses 
and exploitation and argued that the 
principles underlying the New Deal O'Hair; those promo-ted from tr'ial to 
represent Democratic collectivism and junior membership were: Helen Sa-
actually work in experimental prac- bin, E'ster Simons, Marian Ma.thas, 
tice. The negative, Olivet, attacked Agnes Woreland, Gladys Watkins, 
Democratic collectivism as tr'ied in Charles Meyer, Lester Boyd, and Mar-
the New Deal and pointed to the ree-l garet McCarthy. 
Warden, g .............................. 0 0 4 
Shaw, g .................................... 0 0 4 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
I went on. Starlings in a tall cotton-
wood shrieked and whistled and mim-
icked so many kinds of birds that I 
wondered if I heard rightly. Meadow-
lark, red-wing, grackle, jay, red-head-
ed woodpecker, flicker-but no-the 
starlings hadn't mocked a flicker, for 
there one flew, his yellow under-wings 
gleaming in the slant sunshine. On a 
"hog-back" ridge I came upon a dead 
owl, frozen hard, a short-eared owl 
which was a new one in my experience. ! 
ord of achievement of rugged indi- Mr. Shiley related anecdotes and 
vidualism over a period of 150 years. other colorful details about the plays 
. he saw. Some of the plays were: 
All four of the E.I debate teams are "R d Jul' t'; "Od t L'b t " 
making plans to attend a debate tonr- omeo an Ie ' ' e 0 I er Y , 
"So Merrily We Roll Along", "The 
nament to be held at State Nonn~l Children's Hour", "Valley Forge", 
university on January 25 and 26· About "L'Aiglon" and "Within the Gates". 
twenty schols are expected to partici- Helen Purl was in charge of the 
pate in this event. games, which saw Kathryn Walker 
TRAVESTY TOWN 
I took it home, where it thawed. I. The Wallpapered Room 
Imagine a dead owl in the Hall. (I The flo·wers blooming on that wall 
am a disgrace to the place.) Now, no No shop will ever se1l. 
doubt, the owl's skull ornaments the "It may be rather plain," she said, 
cranial collection in the zoology la- "But it will wear quite well." 
boratory. II. Window Shopper 
A muse dropped by with things to give. 
Lunch time came along. It always He didn't try to keep her, 
comes hurriedly out of doors. A fire, But took life from a clearance sale-
hamburgers sizzling in the pan, with ·The more you buy, the cheaper. 
velvet-stem mushrooms alongside, pep- III. The Cynic 
per-pot soup, and a chocolate bar- He wears his tongue well in his cheek 
why does such food taste so supreme- His heart replies, "Not in," 
ly delicious in the woods? It goes with He lets me wear his halo 
the pleasure of seeing "birds in the While he steps aside to grin. 
bush," of sliding down slippery hills, 
chasing owls, wading half-frozen 
"daintily" open a window, and Agnes 
Woreland execute an amusing dance. 
Refreshments of fruit punch, pop corn 
and caramel apples were served. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
streams, and of being wary of the "bull 
of the woods." A. G. FROMMEL ~ A full line of hardware, paints, dishes, kitchen 
utensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods. ...aoooua~ 
Rolason, g .... .. .. .. ...... .. .... ........ 0 0 1 
Totals ...................................... 11 5 21 
Ladies 
Frances Morrison, Dale Wingler, 
Helen Swanson, Rex Hovious 
Visit. Our 
SPECIAL SALE 
$4.95 & $5.95 Shoes 
Special C:fl 
This Includes 
SILVER KID SANDALS 
Midland College (Fremont, Neb.) stu-
dents are estimated to consume their 
own weight in food every month, plus 
12 pounds each for good measure. The 
average collegian monthly drinks . 51 
pounds of milk, eats 35 pounds of veg-
etables, 18 pounds of fruit, and 12 
pounds of meat. 
We also repair suitcases, bags, trunks, and all leather goods. 1 
"See Us Before You Buy" I JNYART'S 8 b•Jt Sh S ·--S-OU_T_H-SI-DE_s_Q-UA_R_E~---------P-H-ON_E_4-92~ ~ ~-----------r0_W __ D ____ I ___ o_e __ t_Or_e_. 
